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THE MODERN LIFESTYLE!
2012 ANNIVERSARY EDITION...
WRITTEN BY DONALD PERRY

H

appy Birthday... It has been exactly
one year since we published our
first edition and now it is time to
reflect on the history of Dot Dot Dot
Magazine. We began just using ...mag,
but the higher powers said NO... Enjoy!
It was sometime around Feb. 1, 2006
when I first met my friend and business
partner Jamal Sumbhadi, who was one of
the main reasons for the magazine and
became one of our greatest assets. After
fighting over the final ideation, we finally
locked down our mission statement on
Feb. 1, 2011. Welcome! This is more than
just a lifestyle. As artists, we design to live
and live to create and so on. The New
World! Dot Dot Dot Magazine was
originally created to explore unique
artistic creations that push the boundaries
of the establishment in order to evoke
debate in the new world and promote
our real life that questions the mind while
helping the viewer to identify with the
artist within. Dot Dot Dot Magazine
would celebrate the diversified flavors of
the world. Our featured artists’ lifestyles
and their award-winning talents would be
proudly promoted in this finely published
online and print-on-demand magazine...
Now was the time we would finalize our
editorial content plans to set-up interviews,
shoot photos and videos, write stories, layout,
design, production, editing, distribution
and the list kept going from Sept. 3, 2011
until the first issue went live on Feb. 1,
2012. The response was great and the

readers gave us some valuable feedback.
They were still not ready for the future of
publishing, but we had to figure out a way
to move them into the... The Lifestyle!

Pissarro, Niki Hilderbrand, Walter Trout
and more... Then we were back to tweaking
again to meet the future smart phone and
tablet requirements...

In the first issue we started off with an
interview with Canadian artist Christian
McLeod by Martin Mills and offered
smaller features on Russian artist Aljona
Shapovalova and Canadian artist Ian
Gamache, as well as rants from an artist
and Crystal Mclaughlin’s painting of
DimeBag Darrell. Then we headed into a
little disruption by Paul Reynolds and the
music started to play... Drivin’n’Cryin’
plays at the Brooklyn Arts Center, and we
also reviewed the beginning to The Ends...
There’s The New Age of Gaming, Tony
Hawk Foundation and Skate Parks for the
Masses, Action Sports, Studio VII, Hidden Treasures Along the Grand Strand,
Spring Festivals, Home Cooking, Online
Links, Movies and ...

The next issue was a special edition where
we took our readers to the 2012 Carolina
Rebellion on May 5, 2012, gave a review
of The Cult’s new album release, featured
artist Michel of Ontario, Canada and
more... Make sure to check this one out
online. We photographed Slash, Staind,
Redlight King, Korn, Shinedown, Ghosts
of August, Evanescence, Halstorm, P.O.D.,
Volbeat, Weaving The Fate, Chevelle, Paper
Tongues, New Medicine and interviewed
many others. All this can be found in the
June 2012 Special Edition online at
www.3dotmag.com or by visiting our
YouTube Channel online at
www.youtube.com/thefutureofart.

After this publication was reviewed, we
made more changes to meet the future of
technology and the readers’ expectations;
plus we trashed some things that were
not right for this publication.
The second issue took us onto the tour bus
of Steve Aoki with Scott Smallin writing
about the hardcore, punk and digital
lifestyle, Bert Monroy talking to us about
being the Pioneer of Digital Art, Q&A
with Photographer Aaron Joel Santos,
Photoshop World, The Real Virtual
Hunter, The Art of Showing, Frederic

Then came the fourth issue, where we
discussed the Modern PUNK Lifestyle
Magazine or Revolution... After publishing
our third issue of the magazine, we were
ready to show you another side of our
modern culture. PUNK? We are all punk
in our own way... Definition: Punk has
a unique and complex aesthetic. It is
steeped in shock value and reveres what
was considered ugly. The whole look of
punk is designed to disturb and disrupt the
happy complacency of the wider society,
which is not as wide in today’s culture.
Outside of punk’s safety-pinned, antifashion statements, this impulse to outrage
has never been more apparent than inside

the articles and interviews by...
Inside this issue, Rebecca Kamen explained
the relationships between art and science...
Next, Joe Cardamone from The Icarus
Line talked about the true punk lifestyle
and how his punk experience has prepared
him for all the changes happening in
today’s music industry. The musical
generals Ian Astbury and Billy Duffy
declared war on Myrtle Beach, S.C.,
with a forewarned attack on the Choice
of Weapon Tour on June 15 at the world
famous House of Blues. John Currie
showed us why art is alive in Rapid City,
South Dakota, JK Swimwear showed off
some classic JK style swimsuits and Rachel
Jones showed us pain through her artwork...
We talked in our first, second and third
issues about the future of publishing and
how we must start thinking about the
waste and the... The printed version of
each magazine is available via print-ondemand and the online version is still
available for FREE. It is all about making
the new world’s information available to
the public without making you, the
reader, pay for the truth...
Then comes issue number five, where
we talked about the importance of having
social power... We started off with A New
Perspective: Van’s Warped Tour 2012
through the lens of Scott Smallin. Born
of Osiris, Blood on the Dance Floor,
Ballyhoo, Cherri Bomb, Everytime I Die,
Mayday Parade, Miss I May, New Found
Glory, The Nearly Deads, Pierce The

Veil, Taking Back Sunday, Geoff Rickly
and more... Then we traveled to Raleigh
and Wilmington, N.C., to talk with some
of the boys of Metal... Corrosion of
Conformity and Prong do their thing at
the Soapbox... We conducted not to be
missed interviews with Reed Mullin of
COC, Tommy Victor of Prong, Gollum,
SOL and Predeccessor. Next was Michael
Wood’s review of the B-52’s at the House
of Blues, 311 and Slightly Stoopid on
Unity Tour 2012, A Day at Hopscotch
2012, the Tyler Boone Interview, Pierce
The Veil Review, Lamb of God Tour,
Q&A with Darren Darnborough of
True Blood, Chris Van Dahl Interview,
Chef Silvena Rowe Q&A, Artiquette
101 and much more...
Now we moved onto publishing our
sixth and final edition of the year with
Surf Artist Drew Brophy and the true
surf lifestyle, Interview with Twilight’s
Sexy New Vampire Judi Shekoni, Q&A's
with Mem Ferda and Ian Ward, plus a
review on Susan Seidelman's newest
film release Musical Chairs.
The first year is now over and we finally
see that we are in the right place at the
right time. The more interviews we set up,
the more we figure out that we are talking
to people who do what they love no matter
what the... The lifestyle! The LIFE!

DISCLAIMER – Anyone who reads, uses or accesses this site
or online magazine is bound by the terms of this Agreement.
All those who do not wish to be bound by it or do not assent
to the terms herein do not have permission to access this
Website. Donald Perry Creative (dpc) is not responsible for
the opinions or views expressed by himself, artists, groups,
bands, individuals or writers that may be included in any part
of 3DotMag.com or DotDotDotMag.com (website, blog or
profile), Newsletter or on or off DotDotDotMag.com or any
other site dpc posts on related to DotDotDotMag.com. The
views expressed are for encouragement and entertainment
purposes only. By being an author on this site, all writers transfer
copyright ownership of the manuscript to DotDotDotMag.com
for publication in print, online and in downloadable form.
Permission is also given to publish all subsequent electronic media,
reprints, and any other subsidiary print rights worldwide of this
article for DotDotDotMag.com. The author(s) will have the
unrestricted right to re-use this material on condition that credits
are included for prior publication in DotDotDotMag.com, to
include the issue and date of publication. Interviews are the
personal opinions of the interviewee and are not necessarily
the views of DotDotDotMag.com or its Publishers. Donald
Perry takes no responsibility for any of their answers or
comments. All interviews are subject to editing spelling and
grammar, and any content that is not useful may be disregarded
when posted/published. DotDotDotMag.com reserves the
right to change, update this disclaimer and policy at will without
any notice. All materials contained on the DotDotDotMag.com
website are protected by United States copyright law. You
may not alter or remove any trademark, copyright or other
notice from copies of the content. You may not upload,
frame or post any portion of this website to another website.
However, you may download unmodified material from
DotDotDotMag.com the Web for your personal, noncommercial
use. You may print and/or send copies via e-mail to a reasonable
number of friends for the purpose of spreading the word
about art... All other uses are prohibited without the prior
written permission of the Publisher Donald Perry, a.k.a.
DotDotDotMag.com and 3dotmag.com.
Send letters and comments to: www.DotDotDotMag.com at:
editorial@dotdotdotmag.com.
DotDotDotMag.com, (Vol.1, No.333) is published by DPC,
P.O. Box 1971, Myrtle Beach, SC 29578. (843) 450-2202,
Copyright © 2012 - DPC. All rights reserved.

Thanks for your time and ...
Donald Perry | Publisher
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AOK
STEVE AOKI IS
HARDCORE, PUNK,
DIGITAL AND...
BY SCOTT SMALLIN

W

e can all Google Steve Aoki and
find out that he was born in Miami
in 1977, was the son of former
Japanese Olympic Wrestler Rocky Aoki, and
had a concert venue run out of his apartment
in Santa Barbara that became known as the
Pickle Patch. But, what was the inspiration
for this now 34-year-old DJ, Record Producer
and Restaurateur?

on signing indie bands. Signing the Kills to
Dim Mak was one of the major departures
from his focus on hardcore music and going
more toward his label and producing and
publishing alternative and dance music. He
still released hardcore bands such as the
Blood Brothers and Das Oath while putting
out such alternative acts as Bloc Party, The
Rakes and other indie bands.

Well, I recently caught up with Aoki on his
Deadmeat Tour, which was in support of his
latest solo album entitled “Wonderland,” to
answer a few of these questions. Aoki was
also promoting his website “Pillowface,” which
is a Craigslist type of site geared toward college
students to share, sell, buy books and even
rent rooms.

Aoki started DJing around 2002 and began
producing dance music in the form of “indie
electro remixes” in 2005 with Blake Miller
from Moving Units in a project called Weird
Science. He says the best way to learn how to
produce music is to do remixes. “When you
start cold-feet, trying to do an original, it’s
really hard because you don’t have
anything to reference off of. With a remix
you have all these different stems and parts
you can use to recreate a song,” he said. Aoki
eventually split from Weird Science and ultimately released his own mix album “Pillowface and His Airplane Chronicles” in 2008.

Growing up in the hardcore scene in his teenage
years, it was always about “self-discovery.”
Aoki goes on to say, “You had to be productive,
you had to figure out your own tools to do a
zine, start a band, start a label. Whatever was in
the scene that was the honorable thing to do.”
Aoki says the basic ideas and concepts within
the punk and hardcore music scene are what
shaped his life from the hardcore world to the
dance world. Dim Mak, Aoki’s record label,
was the bridge between these two musical
universes. Slowly growing out of the hardcore
world, when he moved to L.A. from Santa
Barbara, he was focusing more of his efforts

With Aoki’s new solo album “Wonderland,”
his writing process allowed him to be more of
a songwriter. “When you write club singles
it’s not about writing the best song it’s about
making kids go crazy in the club and writing
a sick riff. When I was writing the new album
it was about how to compose many different
elements to write the best song.” END
VIDEO INTERVIEW:
http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart
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B
DREW BROPHY
IS THE SURF
LIFESTYLE...
WRITTEN BY DONALD PERRY
COVER|VIDEO BY SCOTT SMALLIN

D

rew Brophy the surfer, the artist, the
husband, the father, the teacher and
the list goes on... The American artist
born in South Carolina was self taught and
told by his high school guidance counselor
that he cannot surf and do art forever. If
you know anything about Drew Brophy,
you know that he proved them all wrong.
Drew grew up on the coast in Myrtle Beach
where he learned to surf and draw on surfboards.
After working for a local surf shop painting
surfboards and creating art for a well-known
screen printing company in the area, Drew
set out to be a professional surfer by moving
to Hawaii, which carried him around the
globe paying his way with his art. The more
Drew traveled, the more people saw his art
including the best surfboard manufacturers
and best surfers, which turned into a lifetime
profession. His passion to chase the waves is
what inspires his art...
Drew could be coined as the pioneer of
surfboard painting with water-based paint
pens and has taught a generation of artists
his techniques. After living and surfing in
Hawaii until the mid 90’s, Brophy moved to
California in 1996 where he lives now with
wife Maria and son.
If I could tell you one thing i learned about
Drew in our interview, it would be that this
is more than just a way of life, It’s a lifestyle...
Make sure to check out our interview so that
you can understand the true meaning of
Surf Lifestyle.
Drews advice to other artists: It’s a Job! Learn
to manage your money, be as professional as
possible and let people know you are an artist.
Brand yourself as an artist. If you say you
are going to do something, Do IT! END
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VIDEO INTERVIEW:
http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart

BLOOD ON
THE DANCE FLOOR

AT THE 2012 VAN’S WARPED TOUR

BORN OF OSIRIS

AT THE 2012 VAN’S WARPED TOUR
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B5
B-52’S DO THE
HOUSE OF BLUES...
WRITTEN BY MICHAEL WOOD
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCOTT SMALLIN

O

h, I love Ethiopian food!” were the five
words directed at me from the one
and only Fred Schneider, co-founder
of infamous new wave party rockers, B-52s.
I was working my day job in the kitchen at
local health food store, Bay Naturals, and we
were closing up. I noticed a group of four
men talking to a fellow employee, politely
being thrown out due to the fact we had already
closed. They were asking about other healthy
eating options around town so I interjected to
help. I then looked up in shock to see that I
was talking to the male portion of the B-52s!
I told them how to get to a restaurant, and
politely sent them on their way. Then I said
to myself, “Wait! I could have just re-opened
the kitchen! After all, it is the B-freaking-52s!”
But they were long gone. Not only that, I realized
I sent them to a place that was a good 20 miles
away from the venue they were playing, and it was
only about two hours before show time. Duh!
I got off work soon after and headed to the
show, while kicking myself for not engaging
more and thinking: I should have pitched him
my television show idea, ‘Hangin’ With Fred.’
I should have asked them to hang out after
the show. I should have cooked them food,
etc. Even though I was too star-struck to
converse, I was still very happy to see the show.
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I arrived at the House of Blues and there was
already a good crowd there. Minutes later the
opening band, IAMDYNAMITE, a power
pop two-piece from Cary, North Carolina
(originally from Detroit) took the stage. They
were surprisingly heavy for a two-piece, but
catchy and quirky enough to feel at home
playing with the B-52s. IAMDYNAMITE is
definitely enjoying some success, having done

Between bands, I’m noticing that B-52s are
now 10 minutes late. I’m instantly reminded
that I sent them to a place to eat that usually
takes about 2 hours and was 20 miles away.
So I’m thinking I made them late for the
show. Great! Ten minutes later they rushed
the stage and jumped straight into “Wig,”
Schneider yelping, “What’s that on your head!”
Instantly the place turned into a light-hearted
party and everyone there synced into dance
mode. Everyone on stage was armed with
bright colors and glitter. They kept the theme
with their early material and Schneider took
a step back and the girls took the lead with
“Mesopotamia” and “Give Me Back My
Man,” and both Kate Pierson and Cindy
Wilson shined.
As Schneider returned to the stage they made
some hilarious banter making fun of Myrtle
Beach, commenting on all the beach wear
stores and their love of taffy. They then went
into the title track of their newest album,
“Funplex,” where there is a shout along
chorus of “Too much sex!” At this point, the
constant party that seemed to be happening
on stage was just near anarchy. They went on
to do a few more new songs before performing
hits like “Roam” and “52 Girls.” Of course,
the crowd loved the hits but the impressive
thing about the B-52s is that their new material
is just as powerful as their early material. They
had a stirring ending with a rambunctious
version of “Love Shack.” A near perfect encore,
“Planet Claire” and “Rock Lobster” ended
the night.
B-52s still have it. And, they aren’t just a
nostalgia act. Having new hip bands like
IAMDYNAMITE open, and having new
material that doesn’t scream “it’s time to go
get a drink” proves them to be a thriving and
notable band, and they are doing a great job
at keeping the party going, and show no signs
of slowing “down, dowwwn, dowwwn.” END
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B

tours with Bush and Blue October, but this
seemed to be a better setting for them. Their
style seemed to teeter between 90s alt rock
and blues influenced garage rock, but more
amped up, ending up like The Pixies and
The White Stripes doing blow together. They
put on a rather explosive show full of audience
participation (mid song handclap breakdowns
and sing-alongs). They definitely got the
audience warmed up.

Q&A WITH
TYLER BOONE...
INTERVIEW BY DONALD PERRY
PHOTOS BY CLAYTON BOZARD

F

ind a more genuine, harder working
musician than Tyler Boone. Actually,
just go ahead and give up because it is
not going to happen. Growing up in the
Lowcountry, Boone first became enamored
with the subculture of Charleston’s punk/
metal scene, before eventually expanding
his musical palette to include the blues/
pop-laced influences that are sprinkled
through out his more recent releases.
Boone released his debut EP, A New
Start, in 2011 and on October 9, 2012
will be releasing his first King City Records
full-length, Changing Pace, which demonstrates a unified, confident sound that can
only come from a heavy dose of touring
and a band that has become comfortable
exploring the boundaries of their collective
sound. Opening up for such acts as Edwin
McCain, Danielle Howle, Mark Bryan
from Hootie and the Blowfish and even
Elise Testone, Boone is well on his way to
becoming a major act himself.

Question: When did you first know you
wanted to be a musician/artist? Answer: I
first knew I wanted to be a musician when I
heard Blink-182 on MTV on a school field
trip to Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, when
I was in the eighth grade. “Feeling This” was
blasting and I was just amazed at who and
what guitar players were and what they did.
I went from punk, metal garage bands and
eventually landed into the rock-bluessinger/songwriter genre when I made
it to college.
Q: When and where was your first paid gig?
A: My first paid gig was actually in Myrtle
Beach. I was in this hard rock/Christian rock
band called The CarbonAudio Effect and I
booked us at MagiQuest at Broadway at The
Beach. We were asked to do it, and we went
on the road. It was very different but yet so

exciting because the deal was to go into the
studio early that day, record one tune for a
“MagiQuest” compilation record and then
head to MagiQuest and play a set. The live
session recording never made it out for two
reasons...it was horrible and then we lost the
CD when it came in the mail. We still got
paid at the end of the night and put up in a
hotel. We used that check to buy our band a
brand new drum-set. Honestly, it was the
weirdest gig but the most taken care of gig
my whole musical career. I’ll never forget it.

better idea of arrangements, structures,
melodies and guitar lines. I am huge on
promotions and without the Internet, social
media and all the other medias of connecting
with people. When I am not sitting there
writing a song or booking a gig, I am on my
laptop until the early hours of the morning
finding people and platforms to promote
myself, my music and myself as a brand.
Musicians have no idea how powerful the
Internet is for us and we need to embrace it
and be grateful for it.

Q: Who is your favorite artist of all-time?
A: My favorite artist of all time would have
to be somewhat of a controversy even for me.
John Mayer was not always an artist that I
looked to for inspiration nor did I even listen
to his music, but when I was 18 years old and
a senior in high school, my father bought me
the “2007 Eric Clapton Crossroads” DVD
and tried to get me into the blues. I wasn’t so
keen on it, but I gave it a chance. I brought
that DVD with me everywhere...my friends’
houses to listen to, on vacation, and even at
home I would watch it into the late night.
There is one track on there called “City
Love” by John Mayer and he opens up with
an amazing yet simple jam going off the riff
of a Jimi Hendrix tune, “Machine Gun.”
I immediately became intrigued and fell in
love with the tone and the concept that you
don’t need waves of Marshall amps and
blistering distortion to move people. And
the SRV (Stevie Ray Vaughn) looking strat
he was playing on stage...I fell in love with.
On my high school graduation day, my father
bought me an American Fender Strat with
the same tortoise shell pick guard and from
then on I was in love and didn’t look back
and pursued the blues. John Mayer may get
some flack for being a top 40 “pop” artist but
he is so intelligent to bring the blues to the
modern age with people. He is able to captivate
an audience that has no idea what they are
getting themselves into when they go to a live
show of his. For me, his guitar playing is key,
and then his song writing incorporated with
his playing is second. He’s on the same side
of the music scene with legends such as
Clapton, “Double-Trouble” from Stevie
Ray Vaughn, Buddy Guy, B.B King, Dereck
Trucks, Doyle Bramhall II, and the many
others that join the Crossroad festivals.

Q: What are your personal thoughts about
the future of music? A: The future of music
is going to be something so tangible for fans
in the near future, that no one would ever
expect it to be this personable if they grew up
back in the day when rock ‘n’ roll first came
out of someone’s speakers. You can already
get live updates from bands and musicians via
text, Twitter, Facebook, and from so many
other apps coming out, just give us another
10 years and there is going to be something
even bigger for musicians to use and people
to connect with. The use of technology has
made music so personable for people, it’s
unreal. Records aren’t making musicians any
money today and down the road I’m pretty
certain that will still be the same case, but
record’s will soon be just a vital promotional
tool and bands will just be happy to give it
away for free just to be able to compete with
all the other music you can discover online for
free. The future of music is something every
musician needs to stay on top on to stay ahead.

Q: Do you use technology creating your
music and details? A: I do not use technology
to make my music live, but I do use a simple
garage-band set up to lay down simple demo
ideas before going into the studio to get a

Q: Where do you see your career taking
you to next? A: My music career has already
been going so fast since my first record release
“A New Start” in 2011, I cannot wait for this
second record Changing Pace to drop October
9th. Working and having the opportunity to
open for such individuals as Mark Bryan
from Hootie and the Blowfish, Elise Testone,
Edwin McCain, Danielle Howle and producers
who have worked side by side with people
such as Timbaland, Jay-Z, Chris Cornell,
Eric Hutchinson, Shinedown, Royal Teeth
and William Fitzsimmons, it just makes you
more humble and appreciative of where my
music career has taken me at the age of 22.
I am hoping by the time I am 25 or 26 I will
have made many more records, have had
many successful tours and met some more
amazing people. The sky is the limit and I
won’t stop playing music until the day I
leave this earth. I love what I do and
won’t ever stop. END

CHERRI BOMB

AT THE 2012 VAN’S WARPED TOUR
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THE ART OPENING...
WRITTEN BY SHARON WILLICK

A

BALLYHOO

AT THE 2012 VAN’S WARPED TOUR
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rtiquette 101... So, you are going to a
reception for an artist or artists to
celebrate the opening of their exhibit.
Are there rules? No, but as an artist and
former gallery owner I have developed some
worthwhile concepts. These may be obvious
to some and helpful to others. Have you ever
felt awkward at an art opening, as if you are
the only one who isn’t in on some mysterious
secret? Guess what, the other people milling
about are often feeling the same way. The
secret is this, there is no secret. When you find
yourself at a loss for words, it’s important for
you to understand that it’s OK to say nothing.
In fact, it is indeed preferable at times. Some
people seem to think that they must find a
famous artist to compare the artist’s work
with and say, “Wow, this reminds me of…”
Try to resist that impulse. With a minimal
amount of encouragement, most artists are
happy to tell you about their work or what
inspires them. Here’s a novel thought, if you
like their work consider purchasing something.
Just coming for the free food and booze? So
be it, have fun and keep an open mind, you
may just end up with a great piece of original
art! It is often more reasonable than one
might expect and usually goes up in value
over time. If you, too, are an artist, make an
effort not to blurt that fact out immediately.
You could wait until some time has passed or
—here’s a tough one — wait for someone to
ask. The most important reality is that this
show is not about you. And, yes there is one
thing I highly recommend that other artists
refrain from doing. Above all, do not bring
your portfolio and start showing it around.
That includes a subtle attempt at showing it
to just the gallery owner or even saying you
have it right outside in your car thereby putting
them on the spot. Bear in mind that the gallery
owner has invested time, energy and money
for advertising and refreshments in order to
have a successful event for the artist. Networking
is one thing but intruding on another artist’s
day is quite another. Consider how you would
feel were you the featured artist. Remember
this is an important day for an artist and one
they may have been working toward for
years. This is an opportunity for them to be
recognized and maybe even appreciated.
Who knows, they may even sell some art! END

CAROLI
THE CAROLINA
REBELLION ROCKS
ROCKINGHAM...
WRITTEN BY ROB GRISSOM
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DONALD PERRY

O

n May 5th, Rockingham, NC was on
fire with 17 of the most impressive
hard rock bands around today. The
Carolina Rebellion was set ablaze on the
historic NASCAR site, “The Rock”, and
offered the 30,000 + rock ’n’ roll rebels a
day of events to remember. The multi-stage
festival ran as smooth as possible thanks to
the organizers in charge Right Arm Entertainment and AEG Live. They listened to the
fans complaints from last years Charlotte, NC
location and provided all they asked for with
the new spacious venue and more vendors…
3 dots up to those guys!! The rebels were raucous
and rowdy… the bands were salivating as
they offered their carnivorous followers the
tunes they growled for. The lineup was
stacked with heavy-hitters from Foxy Shazam
headlining the Friday night campground
show to the Saturday twilight finale with
Shinedown. The crowd was oblivious to the
historical reunion they were soon to witness... END
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SEE VIDEO INTERVIEWS AT:
http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart

CURRI
ART IS ALIVE IN
DOWN TOWN
RAPID CITY...
BY JOHN CURRIE

U

pon arriving in Rapid City, South
Dakota this past year, one of the first
places I got to experience was “Art
Alley.” This is a block long alley located in
the heart of the newly invigorated downtown
area of this laid-back city of approximately
68,000 people, the second largest city in South
Dakota. Situated between Sixth and Seventh
Streets, between Saint Joseph and Main
Streets, Art Alley occupies and divides the
middle of a block of early 1900’s buildings
containing small retail shops, salons and
apartments, an historic hotel, bars, restaurants
and cozy cafes. A postmodern gallery, the
Art Alley is allowed to morph, wax and wane
with the moods and messages of its contributors.
Various mediums of self-expression are on a
continually changing display along the walls
and in the nooks and crannies of a brick
paved, one-lane alleyway. Most of the artists,
who range every age, seek no personal name
recognition, instead relying on their “tag” as
the reminder that they still exist. At any given
time of the day, you will find not only the artists
at work but also filmmakers, photographers and
just everyday people using the art as backdrops
for projects. Graffiti, which has in the past been
termed an “illicit act,” has been allowed to
take its place as art, even if only in this one
block area. This is a collection gathered over
a six month period…so far…Peace! END
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CO
CORROSION OF
CONFORMITY:
THE MASTERS
OF SOUTHERN
SLUDGE METAL...
WRITTEN BY ROB GRISSOM
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCOTT SMALLIN

T

he three-piece hardcore, metal, thrash,
punk, sludge band from Raleigh, North
Carolina has once again raised the proverbial
bar for its younger competition. After 30 years
of stone cold heavy-hitting tracks, Corrosion
of Conformity (COC) can spar toe-to-toe
with any group half its age and remain the
undisputed champions of the game. The
band has consistently produced head banging
tracks for its die-hard fans and has seemingly
never disappointed them, with or without
Pepper Keenan, currently a member of the
Phil Anselmo-led band, Down. The line-up
has evolved over the years but the band has
returned to its founding roots with the classic
trio of axeman Woody Weatherman, master
of the “Z minor sharp,” and the white-knuckle,
tight combo of Mike Dean on bass and vox
and Reed Mullin still pounding the skins like
a madman.

talent laden southern metal masters are
the iron men of a genre in which most bands
sustain a rather short longevity. The overdue
return to their unmistakable hardcore
sludgery, riff filled sound should prove to
be the renaissance they have patiently
awaited and rightfully deserve.

Corrosion of Conformity released on February
28, 2012, the band’s eighth studio compilation
is without a doubt, harder and doomier than
ever. COC has reunited with long time masterful
producer John Custer and inked a deal with
Candlelight Records. The new release is
overflowing with tunes of metal perfection
recorded at Dave Grohl’s Studio 606 in Los
Angeles. From the first sonically charged tune
“Psychic Vampire” and the powerfully Sabbathlike instrumental “El Lamento de las Cabras”
to the final cut “The Same Way” (track from
the vinyl edition only), this is a work for any
era COC fans to meticulously savor. These

Some misguided critics tirelessly compare
this line up to the previous group including
front man Pepper Keenan. It is crystal
clear these two are completely separate
entities, both superb in their own right.
As each era of COC has its own definitive
sound and song structure. The founding
group of today is on an uncompromising
path to creating its own sound; reminiscent of the past “Animosity” and “Technocracy” era, but not entirely the same.
These masters of southern sludge have
taken their work to another level of
structured and melodic tunes… a more

seasoned and mature sound than they
have ever shown. As veteran producer
John Custer said, “they operate as a single
organism,” not three separate individuals.
Maybe someday soon, Pepper will be
reunited with these guys and they can
share their entire catalog of unmitigated
thrashy metal with all of us. Corrosion of
Conformity will have one helluva tour to
unselfishly provide all masses of dedicated
fans the tunes they love performed to
perfection. Maybe even an all-star super
group of all past members Benji Shelton,
Erick Eycke, Karl Agell, Phil Swisher,
Jimmy Bower, and many others that have
served their time and diligently left their
mark on their respective eras. We can
all dream, can’t we?
The new self-titled release is undoubtedly
one to showcase in your rotation for years
to come. They have seemingly pulled

from all of their past work and compiled
a collection that will prove to be as timeless as their 1984 initial offering “Eye for
an Eye” released on drummer Reed
Mullin’s No Core label. Over the years,
they have shared the stage with legends
Metallica, Iron Maiden, Testament, Suicidal
Tendencies, Black Flag, and Soundgarden,
just to name a few, and now carve their
own piece of metal history. Their lyrical
messages of political dissidence and antiestablishment views are sadly as relevant
today as much as they were 30 years ago.
Corrosion of Conformity positively has
the determination and fortitude to outlast
any and all of their so-called competition.
Keep it up COC!!! We will be here, sore
necks and all, anxiously awaiting your
next endeavor. END
VIDEO INTERVIEW:
www.youtube.com/thefutureofart
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C
THE CULT:
CHOICE OF
WEAPON...
WRITTEN BY ROB GRISSOM
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DONALD PERRY

T

he musical generals, Ian Astbury and
Billy Duffy, declared war on Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina with a forewarned attack
on the Choice of Weapon Tour at the world
famous House of Blues June 15. Supporting
their ninth studio offering “Choice of Weapon,”
the British post-punk bad boys packed an
explosive arsenal of the classic tunes “She
Sells Sanctuary,” “Fire Woman” and “Wildflower” beautifully blending the brand new
“Honey from a Knife” and “For the Animals”
atomic tracks. These two telepathically connected iconic artists were joined on the field
of battle with ex-Rob Zombie drummer John
Tempesta, Owl front man/bassist Chris Wyse
and ex-Suckerpunch and Cheap Trick longtime touring guitarist Mike Dimkich.
This version of The Cult left the venue, and
Myrtle Beach, in a heap of smoldering ashes
rendering the masses of loyal warriors exhausted.
They undoubtedly surpassed all expectations
of this writer and the long-time fanatics in
attendance. Since their 1983 inception, Astbury,
Duffy and Company have never slowed down
or lowered their signature brain-bursting
volume, received with unconditional approval
from the packed house. Still on top of their
game, they have proven their superior rock star
status repeatedly and from all that witnessed this
tour, the Cult shows no signs of just fading away.
Leading the brilliantly planned attack was the
opening act of Los Angeles-based psychedelic
punk rockers The Icarus Line with their washedout guitar sound. Joe Cardamone and his
Army assumed the frontline and left a wake
of devastation across the floor. Performing
their hits with reckless abandon, Joe’s clan
commanded the stage as a perfectly fresh
addition to the hard-hitting bill. (See our
feature on Icarus Line and an interview with
the charismatic Joe Cardamone where he
discusses his past and the present for him
and his band.) www.thecult.us END

EVANESCENCE

AT THE 2012 CAROLINA REBELLION
The beautiful songstress Amy Lee and Evanescence took their place on the
Carolina Rebellion Stage right on cue. Bringing their trademarked style of
classic goth, lyrically charged rock to their long time fans. The highly inspiring
and hopeful tunes were a much needed break from the prior head banging
bands. Gracefully soaring through their hit-heavy set of the classics “Give
Unto Me”, “Solitude”, and “Understanding”, from their past two albums
and steadily rolling towards another rebel crowd sing along to the gothic anthem
“Bring Me to Life”. Amy Lee’s mythical vocal range and untouchable piano
style were the perfect accompaniment to the screaming guitar solos by Terry
Balsamo. They performed “What You Want”, “My Heart is Broken” and
“Lost in Paradise”, a few new tracks from their self-titled third studio album
with unmatched precision. Released by Wind-Up Records in 2011, “Evanescence”
is undoubtedly bound to be some of their definitive work. They also
joined the Carnival of Madness tour with Chevelle, Halestorm,
and New Medicine on July 31, 2012... www.evanescence.com
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CURS
ON AND
OFF RECORD:
CURSIVE’S
I AM GEMINI...
WRITTEN BY CHELSEA RUTLEDGE
PHOTOGRAPH BY DANIEL MULLER

S

ticking true to their familiar, carefully constructed
album framework and lyrical intricacy, Cursive’s
latest release, I Am Gemini, is a performance
not to be missed.
The theatrically structured concept album centers
upon “twin brothers separated at birth, one good and
one evil,” and “their unexpected reunion in a house
that is not a home.”
It is a convoluted notion, but one that is animated
by the band’s live performance as the fabled brothers
“ignite a classic struggle for the soul.”
An album certainly worthy of purchase for Cursive
fans, the lyrical complexities, and blatant distaste
for the human condition seem to fall flat with the
general consumer and position I Am Gemini as
an acquired taste.
October 2, 2012, at Charlotte’s Milestone Club, a
cozy punk venue on the outskirts of the city, Cursive
is welcomed by a packed crowd sharing similar views.
“Do you know how hard it is to get on stage and
be this convincing?” says front man Tom Kesher in
reference to himself and presidential candidate,
Mitt Romney. We all cheer.

On earlier albums such as Happy Hollow and The
Ugly Organ, Kesher has been candid in his disdain
towards commercialism, the religious craze and other
social tendencies. Although centering upon greed and
lust, I Am Gemini is a departure from the modern
public mockery present in previous releases.
Kesher involves Greek mythology, astrology, and
duality on all levels in the latest Cursive installment.
Demonstrating his dedication to the craft, Kesher
tortuously weaves his lyrics throughout Cursive’s
unique instrumental style of progressive punk.
On stage, Kesher sways about the microphone and
appears to be thoroughly enjoying himself as he
antagonizes a disgruntled and obnoxious attendee in
between heated ballads. Again, the crowd goes wild,
and the set list begins to take a spontaneous departure,
deep into the night.
Playing favorites from Domestica, Happy Hollow,
The Ugly Organ, Mama, I’m Swollen, and near
every track on I Am Gemini, Cursive’s twohour set leaves the sweat-drenched room,
finally satisfied. END
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D
CHRIS VAN DAHL’S
SECOND LIFE...
WRITTEN BY CHELSEA RUTLEDGE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCOTT SMALLIN

T

hat’s the Great thing about life… Do
Overs… Originally from Detroit, Michigan,
Chris Van Dahl first started making a
name for himself at the ripe old age of 11.
Almost immediately after reaching double
digits, Van Dahl began assembling neighborhood kids in local basements where a motley
group would hold band practice.
“I grew up in a place where there wasn’t
much to do but music,” says the born-to-be
rocker on his early years as a musician.
Initially Van Dahl held aspirations of playing
guitar in his neighborhood band; however,
upon coming to the realization that he “sucked
at that,” Van Dahl was thrust behind the
microphone — a position where he still finds
himself most comfortable today.
As Van Dahl’s vocal skills progressed, he slowly
began to make his way out of suburban basements and into the spotlight of local bars
where he played with a Circuit cover band,
Tricks Banshee.
Eventually, after a brief stint with Tricks
Banshee, Van Dahl left the group and moved
to Los Angeles where he formed the underground Glam Metal act, Cherry Street, with
the help of Tom Mathers (Parrish records)
in the early 1990’s.
Although Cherry Street was eventually
picked up by JRS/BMG records following
the devolvement of the L.A. glam rock music
scene, the group split and Van Dahl brought
his talent to L.A. Guns in 1995, before ever
releasing an album with Cherry Street.
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During his time with L.A. Guns, Van Dahl
recorded vocals on the band’s 1996 release,
American Hardcore, and accompanied the
band on its promotional tour before calling it
quits in 1997.

After several years on a 500-acre spread,
literally living in the woods cracking carrots
and feeding deer out his back window, Van
Dahl decided it was time to give the music
industry another go.
In early 2000, he joined forces with former Kid
Rock guitarist, Ken Olson, and began a project
known as Pack of Wolves. Around the same
time, Van Dahl began commencing work on
the debut album for Pack of Wolves, he received
a phone call from Neal Shelton inviting him to
join an Aerosmith Tribute band, PUMP.
Although Van Dahl was initially hesitant to
commit to PUMP, he found himself persuaded
by Shelton, and, after a bit of negotiation he
opted to revamp the lineup, switch the group
name to Aeromyth and spearhead the former
PUMP group under the premise that “this
band wants to be the greatest Aerosmith
Tribute band that’s ever existed.”
Once Van Dahl’s changes were implemented,
Aeromyth went from playing $50 a night gigs
to $15k corporate shows all over the world,
propelling the group into stardom. After several
successful years on the road, Van Dahl brought
the act to Las Vegas where he later left to join
The Jimmy Crespo Project with Aerosmith’s
Jimmy Crespo.
While performing with the Jimmy Crespo
Project, Van Dahl was offered a position as
Steven Tyler in the Vegas Show, Legends in
Concert. Van Dahl accepted the opportunity
and has been performing with Legends for
more than a year. In addition to working with
Legends, Van Dahl has also begun work on a
book discussing his life, work, and professional
experiences impersonating Steven Tyler. “It’s
not just what I do, it’s who I am,” says Van Dahl.
To see the exclusive interview we held with
Van Dahl himself, please visit us online at:
www.youtube.com/thefutureofart END
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Following his estrangement from L.A. Guns,
Van Dahl experimented with short-lived
side projects such as Love/ Hate and The
Vow but still found little success. Growing
frustrated with the “bureaucracy, bullshit,
and red-tape” lining the industry, Van Dahl
decided to take a break from the music scene
and make a drastic move back to Michigan.
“Even moving to the edge of the planet,
trying to get away from what it is I do, I
found myself doing it,” says Van Dahl.

ACTING, WRITING,
PRODUCING...
DARREN
DARNBOROUGH
INTERVIEW BY DONALD PERRY
PHOTO BY LEVI WALKER

Q

&A With ‘True Blood’s’
Darren Darnborough

Question: When did you first know you
wanted to be an actor? Answer: I’ve always
been interested in performing. At a young
age, I went to dance school. Then through
secondary school (high school) I was in all
the musicals and plays, etc., and also was in
pantomime (a British Christmas tradition)
throughout those years. But I think the
moment I knew that’s what I wanted to do,
was when my head teacher arranged for my
friend and I to be extras in the set of a
government film. The lead actor who was
our age had his own TV show. We became
friends and that’s the moment I realized that
it was a real, tangible and plausible career
and employment. He introduced us to his
agent, and it went from there…
Q: What was your first paid acting gig with
details? A: My first paid acting job was a Dr.
Pepper commercial, which I filmed at Bray
Studios (where they filmed Hammer House
of Horrors) in the UK and was directed by
Marek Losey. I was 16. It co-starred Iddo
Goldberg (very good actor, still very active),
a sexy nurse, and a crazy doctor. We played
Russian roulette with a shaken can of Dr.
Pepper. I got picked up in a nice town car,
and had lunch with Robson Greene. It was
a very fun experience, and it was the second
professional audition I’d done. I remember
thinking, wow, if I can keep up this hit ratio,
one out of two, I’ll be flying! Sad reality was
it was quite a few auditions more before
my next job. Ha ha ha!

Q: How do you help others reach their
dreams and why? Everyone thinks it’s all
about the money and sometimes it is, but
please explain in more detail. Our readers
are new and ready to soak in the knowledge.
It’s like we are teaching people to respect the
artist inside and out... A: I always try, and
hope I succeed in helping others to reach
their dreams. This can be in simple ways,
like talking a friend through a bad time, or
keeping them motivated, by encouraging
them to see the positive and focus. It can be
in direct ways, such as using my resources,
ideas and leverage to support charities and
businesses that help drive goals, such as my
favorites Hollywood Arts, Virgin Unite and
for which I serve on the committees. It can
be creating opportunities for people to create
and be employed, such as producing film
and TV content like we are doing with Andy
& Chaz Bugger Off To America (a web series
and now developing to a feature film). Or,
it can be by changing or contributing to an
entire industry, which is what we did with
our company, which is one of my proudest
achievements. In 2002, my business partner
Charlie Costello and I met doing promotion
marketing work, which I did inbetween
acting jobs, and he did inbetween furniture
design. We found that it was a very secretive
industry and something that there was not
a wealth of information about. This made
it fruitful for a select few, but hindered the
industry as a whole, as the opportunities
were not being maximized, which in turn
technically made it plateaued for the select
few, too. We put the whole industry online
through — the world’s first online resource
for promotions, field marketing and brand
experience, allowing people to connect in
the industry, get opportunities and facilitate
brands to find agencies, agencies to find staff
and staff to find jobs. How this has helped
people reach their dreams is evident. The staff
that do this as a career now have a fantastic
resource at their fingertips to excel. The staff
that do this to support their other dream career
can get work and income with more ease and
efficiency. New brands have unrivaled access
to field marketing resources, and agency
businesses can grow from those leads, and
an established resource to help them.
See the entire interview online at:
www.3dotmag.com. Click on past issues
and go to the November 2012 Edition.
Q: Who is your favorite actor of all-time?
A: That’s such a hard question, there are so
many and I like them all for different reasons,
and in different roles. But standouts are
Oldman, Hopkins, Spacey, Cage...
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heir line-up has varied over the years,
but founding band mates Kevn Kinney
and Tim Nielsen have continued to stay
true to their roots. Kevn’s guitar pickin’ and
lyrical wizardry with Tim’s pounding bass and
melodically sweet mandolin were untouchable.
The newest member of the band, Sadler
Vaden on guitar, blew the roof off the 124year-old renovated church in the downtown
historic district. As always, Dave Johnson was
“quietly” beating the drums into submission.
The stunning Victorian Gothic venue was
near capacity with the dedicated fans of the
past, and the new and curious soon-to-be fans
that are just discovering the immense talent
of this pure blue-collar Americana band.
The Drivin’n’Cryin’ trio of veterans, with
the introduction of Sadler Vaden, have been
reborn with a “New World, New Life…
Scarred but Smarter.”
Kevn Kinney met Tim Nielsen shortly after
he moved from Milwaukee to Atlanta in the
early eighties. Tim was playing bass guitar
with The Nightporters and Kevn was sitting
in with Die Kreuzen, a group of old friends
from his hometown that shared the stage with
Kevn’s punk band, The Prosecutors. Tim
brought in Paul Lenz, the drummer from
The Nightporters, and the trio of Drivin’
n’Cryin’ was born unto the underground
music scene of Atlanta. They inked a deal
with Atlanta’s 688 Records label and in 1986
released their hit-packed debut album and
title track, “Scarred but Smarter.” With the
title track, along with “Danger Stranger”
and “Count the Flowers” the album was
well received by the critics and the listeners
were instantly addicted to their refreshingly
new sound. These riff-filled tunes and poetic
lyrics with quirky hooks did not break into
the Billboard charts, but landed them a deal
with Island Records, their first major label.
In 1987, Jeff Sullivan replaced drummer
Paul Lenz. He was playing with Mr. Crowe’s
Garden, later known as the Black Crowes.
In 1988, the band added rhythm guitarist
Buren Fowler who was touring with R.E.M.
and the classic four-piece band of Drivin’
n’Cryin’ was set to record its sophomore release,
“Whisper Tames the Lion.” This album
topped the Billboard charts at No.130 with
the college radio hits “Can’t Promise You the
World” and “Powerhouse.” The 1989 release
“Mystery Road” contained two of their most
identifiable songs, “Honeysuckle Blue” and
the rebellious anthem “Straight to Hell.” In
1991, with the release of the politically
charged “Fly Me Courageous,” the
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band finally received the recognition it long
deserved with a certified Gold record in the
Billboard charts. The unforgettable tunes
“To Build a Fire” “Fly Me Courageous” and
“The Innocent” topped the mainstream rock
charts at No.15, No.19, and No.31 respectively.
They also released the EP “Live on Fire” in
the same year.
Even though the “Fly Me Courageous”
album was a certified hit, it was difficult to
compete with releases from the Seattle bands
Nirvana, Soundgarden, and Pearl Jam and
the birth of flannel wearing “grunge band”
revolution. Staying dedicated to their own style,
in 1993 they released the album “Smoke” with
a ranking of No.95. The album’s title song
and the hit “Turn It Up or Turn It Off ”
boasted a ranking of No.11 and No.23 on the
charts. In 1994, Drivin’n’Cryin’ decided to
replace Buren Fowler with keyboardist Joey
Huffman and parted ways with Island
Records to sign with Geffen Records. The
1995 album “Wrapped in Sky” was their
only work on that label, which proved to be
their most musically diverse and melodically
structured compilation to date. The altcountry anthems of the lyrically driven
“Indian Song” and “Telling Stories,” with the
Latino inspired “Pura Vida” and “Senorita
Louisa,” verify the pure poetic brilliance of
Kevn’s and Tim’s teamwork and songwriting
prowess. Unbelievably, this album failed to
produce any big hit for the band but provided
intimate tracks for the die-hard Drivin’n’Cryin’
fans to embrace for a lifetime. In 1997, they
released their self-titled album “Drivin’n’Cryin,”
the first record on their own Drivin’n’Cryin’
Records label. The track “Passing Through”
offered the philosophical question: What
good is the truth that we learned as a youth?
It also included other tracks such as “Beneath
the Undertow” and “Nothin’ to Lose.” Two
years later, in 1999, they recorded “The
Essential Live Drivin’n’Cryin’,” produced by
bassist Tim Nielsen. This album showcases
what they are known for…live, in your face
rock shows, hard and loud eardrum bursting
guitar riffs alongside acoustical and lyrically
priceless ballads that paint a picture of American
life as they see it. In 2000, on the Hip-O label,
they recorded “The Ultimate Collection.” A
greatest hits album for them had to be difficult
to fit on a single disc; it could have easily
taken three or four discs to embody all their
best work. With a new millennium came yet
another line-up change. The band added
guitarist Mac Carter from the band Shadow
Puppets and Dave Johnson on drums from
Tim’s side project Kathleen Turner Over-

drive (KTO). The next album to be released
was the four song EP “Detroit City Rock” in
2003, which provided a cover of the Beatles’
iconic tune “Let It Be.” In 2009, they
recorded their first full-length studio album in
12 years on the Vintage Earth label “(What
Happened to) The Great American Bubble
Factory,” another politically charged, antiestablishment and timeless collection. From
the first simple, riff heavy jam “Detroit City”
to the last acoustically perfect track of “This
Town,” the album stayed true to their commitment to provide exceptional music.
Even with abundant radio play and tireless
promotional work, it was not enough to sway
the critics’ opinions. In December 2011 they
released a four song EP, only available
through iTunes, with a tribute to Athens,
Georgia’s own REM aptly titled “REM.”
It gives thanks to the band that supported
Drivin’n’Cryin’ from the beginning. With all
these albums, spectacular tracks and devoted
following, they have yet to receive the accolades
they deserve from the music industry they
willingly snubbed. They could have sold-out
to the corporate temptations, as most bands
do, but that is not their style. In a recent interview with Brian Tucker of Wilmington’s
Star News, Kevn stated, “The good news is
we created our own world, the bad news is…
we created our own world.” This writer
could not have said it any better.
Drivin’n’Cryin’ has given the community as
much as the community has given them. The
band performed several benefits for Georgia
charities and the homeless population in the
Atlanta area, with the “Benefit for the Hopeful.”
In a recent interview with DotDotDotMag.com,
Kevn told this writer, “Every band does
charitable benefits; it’s just what we do. Very
early in my career, with my punk band, we
were doing benefits after our first three or
four shows.” Announced on Veteran’s Day
2011, they were involved with several other
Atlanta bands on the Wounded Warrior Project,
www.woundedwarrioralbumcharity.com, with
90% of all proceeds from the sale of this downloaded 10-song collection going directly to
wounded American military veterans and their
families. Later in 2012, a tribute album with
other artists performing Drivin’n’Cryin’ songs
is set to be released with the majority of the
proceeds going to the MusiCares Foundation.
“A lot of musicians don’t have insurance; we
take care of our own,” Kevn said of the
foundation that provides assistance to musicians
in need. In February 2011, the band was
honored by the Georgia General Assembly

with resolution No. 387, which honored them
for their 26 years of spectacular music and
their charitable work. Kevn quipped, “I really
didn’t even know what it was about. I just
thought I was going to a meeting to receive
some piece of paper and get my picture
taken. If I had known what it was, I would
have told my mother, and not have worn the
tablecloth shirt that I wore.”
Drivin’n’Cryin’ has shared the stage with
The Who, Neil Young, Sonic Youth, Bad
Company, REM, and Lynard Skynard, to
name a few. They have toured immensely in
2010 and 2011 and rumor has it they are
working on a European tour late in 2012. A
documentary has been in the works by Low
Country Films that provides a glimpse into
the struggles and life of this classic, southern
ensemble. This writer, and many others, feels
their talents have been overlooked by the
world for far too long. If anyone deserves a
place in rock’n’roll history, Drivin’n’Cryin’
certainly does. Kevn Kinney IS, unmistakably,
the Bob Dylan of our generation and generations
to come. His poetically relevant lyrics and the
musical chemistry with Tim Nielsen and
other band mates should be immortalized
forever. Their unforgettable shows and songs
allow for the temporary escape from the
burdens of everyday life, with an attempt to
keep our country’s leaders in check. Most of
all, the lyrics make the listener THINK.
With today’s mindless pop and commercially
driven and talentless bands ruling the airwaves,
Drivin’n’Cryin’ is committed to giving its fans
what they expect-priceless, mind-opening
works of musical artistic genius that stand
the test of time.
Do yourself a favor, explore the vast catalogue
of Drivin’n’Cryin’ tunes, from “Scarred but
Smarter” to the new EP. They take the
listener on a roller coaster of emotions and
thoughts. The poetic messages and unselfish
charitable contributions of Drivin’n’Cryin’
are certainly worthy of limitless recognition
and the highest praise possible from the
artistic world. Their works embody the true
meaning of an American band on and off
the lighted stage…a dedication to raising
awareness of societal misfortunes, the
unwillingness to compromise their beliefs,
and old-fashioned hard work...
To read the entire article, please visit
www.3dotmag.com or watch the interview at:
http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart or
the bands website: www.drivinncryin.com END

EN
THE BEGINNING
OF THE ENDS...
WRITTEN BY ROB GRISSOM
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DONALD PERRY

T

he Ends are a Burlington, N.C., trio of
musicians with a jazzy, funky, rock roots
sound of their own. The members, in
their late twenties and early thirties, comprise
a band loaded with ageless raw talent. Even
though the name is relatively new, the band
members have been playing in other groups
for more than 12 years. Drummer and vocalist
Ryan “Bunk” Burgess was a founding member
of the band Deep River. He also played in
the Asheville, N.C., based instrumental jam
band, Loop, with guitarist Keith Ingalls, who
was also in Deep River. Ryan and Keith
joined forces and acquired the talent of
bassist Josh Coe (also from Loop) who has
recorded and toured with the metal acts KillWhitney Dead and Demonstration. With
this, the current line-up of The Ends was
complete. They are currently on tour with
different acts and have been in the studio
with Jeremy “Big Jerm” Thomas and Nathan
Arizona of Music Mania Recording Company
working on their first full-length album. The
Ends released a six song EP in 2010 titled
“Thousand Ways” with the same production
crew. From the first track of “Fine Day” to
this writer’s favorite, “In Her Pain” and the
last tune “1 B,” this is a compilation worthy
of listening. Their complex and structured
tunes are truly infectious and their chemistry,
on and off the stage, a refreshingly pleasant
surprise. These guys have the talent and the
drive to continue their professional careers
for years to come. Explore their musical
catalog or witness a live show if you can…
you will thank me later.
Find out more about The Ends by visiting
our website at: www.3dotmag.com or go to:
www.youtube.com/thefutureofart to watch
the live interview in Wilmington, NC. END
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FER
INTERVIEW
WITH ACTOR
MEM FERDA...
WRITTEN BY CHELSEA RUTLEDGE

M

em Ferda is hot off our screens from
his latest feature Luis Prieto’s
“Pusher,” which only adds to his
wealth of credits including Guy Ritchies
“Revolver,” “Legacy” with Idris Elba, “The
Devil’s Double,” Brit Flick “Ill Manors” and
more. Soon he will be back in no less than
three features, Brit Comedy “Gridiron UK,”
gangster film “Dirty Money” and the US
action flick “Plastic.”
The cult British feature “Pusher” in which
Ferda stars as Hakan, was recently released
in America and the UK. The film shares the
exploits of a low-life drug slinger. It is an
English-language make of Prieto’s “Pusher,”
a remake of the gritty 1996 Danish original
by “Drive” director Nicolas Winding Refn.
Question: What sort of effects did your
early life in London have on your decision
to explore acting? Influences? Parents?
Answer: Growing up it was never a
conscious decision to become an actor. I did
like performing in front of an audience of
family and friends, but never envisaged this
would transpire into becoming a professional
actor. There are no actors in my extended
family, so I had no guidance or influence
within my immediate family circle. My main
influence came from college where I studied
Film Study ‘A level’ and from a love of bunking off school and going to the local cinema
to see a movie. My father wanted me to play
a musical instrument and bought me my first
ever guitar and he paid for me to have private

guitar lessons. This certainly developed my
creative nature and encouraged me to continue
in the arts.
Q: Do you have any tricks that you employ to
get into character? If so, how do they vary
depending on the role? (We’ve seen you play
heroes, villains, and more vulnerable charactershow are the routines different?) A: Tricks! No.
It is all about doing enough research and fully
understanding your character. You need to
identify your character’s motivations, aspirations, personality, weaknesses, strengths, etc..
You also need to find traits that are similar to
you both and incorporate these in your portrayal
of the character. It is the same procedure
whether it is a villainous role or that of a
hero. I often use sense memory, referencing
into my past life experience, trying to remember
how a particular situation felt like at a given
time and using this to relive it on screen. I
also use ‘psychological gesture’ a method
developed by Michael Chekhov.
Q: What was life like for you following college,
did you immediately find success with acting?
Big break? A: After college and university I
was still quite uncertain about acting as a
profession. I had worked as a model and also
had roles in TV soaps and dramas. I’d also
done a lot of commercial work in the UK
and abroad; however, it wasn’t until I decided
to go to LAMDA (The London Academy of
Music and Dramatic Art) that I knew I
wanted to pursue acting as a career. After
LAMDA, a whole new world opened up for
me and success did come, but it was not
immediate and it did require a lot of hard
work. I would say the turning point into film
was landing a couple of scenes alongside Ray
Liotta in Guy Ritchie’s “Revolver.”
Q: Does your psychology degree come into
play when acting? A: Yes, very much so. In
fact, it comes into play every day of my life.
My relationships with people I come across
both in work and in leisure. In terms of the
characters I play, it enables me to have a
deeper understanding of the character’s dilemma
and obstacles and how they can battle to overcome them. It gives me insight into behavioral
patterns and personality traits and helps me
understand character interactions better.
See the entire interview online at:
www.3dotmag.com. Click on past issues
and go to the November 2012 Edition. END

FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH
AT THE 2012 CAROLINA REBELLION

Next up on the Carolina Stage was the Los Angeles, CA based menac- ing
metal masters Five… Finger… Death Punch!!! Offering their angry, antiestablishment and face melting double bass drum heavy, scorching guitar riff
style for the masses to savor. Formed in 2005 by former U. P. O. lead guitarist
Zoltan Bathory and VH-1’s Golden God award winning drummer Jeremy
Spencer, with the addition Ivan Moody on growling vocals and a couple of
guitarists and bassists later, the group was set. Jason Hook has settled in on
guitar and Chris Kael on bass form the backbone of this high-octane group
today. The bands first album, “Way of the Fist”, was a certified gold record as
their second release, “War is the Answer” followed with the same critical acclaim, debuting at #7 on the Billboard charts and another certified gold
record. Their latest metal masterpiece, “American Capitalist” on the Firm/
EMI label, is another future gold hit, which was appropriately represented in
their blistering set with “Under and Over It”, “Remember Everything”, and
the title track. They also served up their radio favorites “The Bleeding”,
“Never Enough”, and “Walk Away” for the classic Knuckleheads in attendance.
They performed at Rock on the Range and are headlining the skull-banging
tour “Trespass America Festival” this summer with Killswitch Engage, Emmure,
Trivium, Pop Evil, GodForbid and BattleCross. With all this on their plate,
5FDP continues to unselfishly serve their country by entertaining the American
troops overseas and visiting our wounded warriors in military hospitals
around the globe. END
Go online to see our interview:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CyzL3Jxaz_w
www.3dotmag.com or www.fivefingerdeathpunch.com
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GHOSTS
OF AUGUST

2012 CAROLINA REBELLION
Detroit’s Ghosts of August lit the match to
start the fire on the Carolina Rebellion /
Jagermeifter stage at 11:00 am with their
smash radio hits “Disease” and “Scars”
from their self-titled inaugural release from
Dirtbag Records. Singer Dave Holowchak
commanded the stage with his unabashed
vocal style and energy. This young dual
guitar quintet awakened the sleepy crowd
with their in your face jams that set the bar
extremely high for the rest of the bands
and they undoubtedly gained some new
fans, this writer included. The riff and hook
heavy tracks were the perfect way to get
the festival started. These guys will surely
be headlining their own tour soon. Check
‘em out !!! www.ghostsofaugust.com
“Our sound and songs are meant to connect
with the audience on a deeper level,” states
Holowchak, “but we also understand that
there is a fine line between creating art-for-art’s
sake and coming up with songs and material
that have commercial appeal.”
–– Ghosts of August
Go online to see our interview with the
band at: www.youtube.com/thefutureofart
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GOLLUM

AT THE SOAPBOX
Gollum is an innovative, progressive metal band
from Wilmington, North Carolina, founded in 1998
by guitarist Frank Stroehmer and his brother, bassist
Serge Stroehmer. The siblings recruited drummer
Seth Long and vocalist Shawn Corbett. Their style
of music is somewhat difficult to categorize as the
Cape Fear area boys have developed a sound of
their own. The tunes are oddly structured with a
snarling vocal approach with mysterious lyrics…but
they somehow draw the listener in with an ominous
curiosity to see their next move. They use no hooks
or choruses, just loud, hard-ass guitars with intriguing
aggressive progressions with a pure metal tone.
The 2009 release of The Core was highlighted by
guest vocal appearances by Bloodlet and Suicide &
Hope Scott Angelacos, Dave “Dixie” Collins of the
legendary Weedeater, and Randy Blythe with Lamb
of God. The album landed Gollum a spot at the
2009 Mayhem Music Festival, which was received
with high critical acclaim...

HIL
NIKI HILDEBRAND...
INTERVIEW BY DONALD PERRY

N

iki Hildebrand graduated from the
Chelsea College of Art and Design,
University of the Arts London, and
then from the Rhode Island School of Design
near Providence. She currently is associated
with the Cameron Art Museum and Coastal
Designer Glass Studios in Wilmington, N.C.
Born in London, England, Hildebrand lived
and worked in Belfast, Northern Ireland, before
coming to Wilmington. She has exhibited her
work and sold in England, Ireland, Sweden,
New Zealand and the United States.
Question: What is your educational background? Answer: I grew up in a family with
women working in the arts. My grandmother
was a fashion designer for Saks Fifth Avenue.
My aunt owned an art gallery and cousins
worked as a theatrical costume designer, a
silversmith and a restaurateur. So I was
surrounded with strong female role models
and the various creative scenes.
Q: So tell us about your techniques and styles?
A: I sell drawings, paintings and handmade
glass work. My paintings include oil, acrylic,
pen and ink, and collage and almost always
are combined different mediums together.
My handmade glass is cast and stained glass.
My subject matters are figures, architectural
and abstract. My style is my own. Already in
high school, my friends said they could always
tell my work because of its style. Even though
I am a multi-media artist and am not governed
by one single medium, it is obviously my
work whatever the medium and comes from
within me. I am therefore not trying to be
creative, I just am. It is a strong natural force
that I must continuously create with my
hands and has always been the case since
I was three.
See the entire interview online at:
www.3dotmag.com. Click on past issues
and go to the May 2012 Edition. END

HALESTORM

AT THE 2012 CAROLINA REBELLION
Next up on the Carolina Stage at Carolina Rebellion was the sensuous rocker
Lzzy Hale of Red Lion, PA’s rock-metal group Halestorm. With her brother
Arejay pounding the skins and kicking the cymbals, they ripped through all
the fan favorites of “I Get Off ’”, “Its Not You”, and “The Familiar Taste of
Poison” from their 2009 self-titled release on Atlantic Records. The sibling led
band jammed some new tunes, “Love Bites (and So Do I)” and “Freak Like
Me”, from their second full length studio album “The Strange Case of …”
released in April of this year. Lzzy’s thigh-high black leather boots, tiny black
shorts and American flag ensemble proved to be the most luscious fashion
statement of the day. www.halestormrocks.com END
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I
INF
CULTURE OR
ADDICTION???
WRITTEN BY DEADMAN KMR

ell, for many Americans, gaming
and media has become a foothold
in society, for some it’s to pass the
time, to others to have bragging rights. What
might be a way of life for one is an addiction
to another. Me personally, it’s a way of life
and an addiction. It’s really awe inspiring to
look back on the last 15-20 years of gaming
and how far it has come (from moving left
and right and jumping to having full control
over your virtual character) as well as graphics
and sound quality. Games today can even
teach you how to play a real guitar! (Rocksmith,
ubisoft) I think of video games as a book or a
movie that you can control and the story
seems so much more in depth because you
are the one making it unfold.
With the vast amounts of game genres available,
there's something for everyone. I really can't
imagine a life without games and the expanding
amount of people it brings together. Before it
used to be just you, the controller, the story
and the challenges you faced. Now with internet
and ingenuity I can play the same games with
people all over the world.
It’s hard to express the feeling you get when
you beat that impossible boss after weeks of
attempts, side by side with your guild mates.
Or taking to the fields of war, engaging in a
“kill or be killed” mentality of combat against
another living and breathing person, infinitely
more challenging and unpredictable than the
best artificial intelligence available to date.
See the entire gaming article online at:
www.3dotmag.com. February 2012 Edition.

THE ICARUS LINE...
WRITTEN BY ROB GRISSOM
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DONALD PERRY

F

orming in 1998 from the remnants of Joe
Cardamone’s high school band Kanker
Sores, The Icarus Line has a psychedelic
punk sound reminiscent of The Stooges with
a Mick Jagger swagger that is all their own.
With recurring bad press who just do not
seem to get the message, Joe sends… he could
care less about their opinions. He stubbornly
continues on his own journey in true artistic
fashion and masterfully performs his art on
his terms… He answers to nobody, with the
occasional exception of his lady or his beloved
dogs. He has tirelessly worked his way through
the ranks of the punk scene from the bottom
to the top, back to the bottom, and now on
top again. With a clear view of the path his
group is on, The Icarus Line brings the rock
back into punk rock once again. With his own
studio production in 2010 at Valley Recording
Company in North Hollywood, California,
“The Wildlife” that he produced, engineered
and wrote all the tunes for shines with the
punk anthems “We Sick” and “Holy Man.”
The revolving band mates of Jason DeCorse
on guitars, Lance Arnao on bass, Alvin
DeGuzman on keyboards, and Ben Hallett on
the drums, this lineup has gained increasing
popularity with the fans but not the critics.
The Icarus Line tracks are truly infectious
and extremely loaded with pure volume and
societal issues of the day. The early tunes of
“Against the Wall Motherfuckers” and “Feed
a Cat to Your Cobra,” “Slayer” and “Sick
Bitch” set the tone and reek with anti-establishment sentiments that reverberate Joe’s
disdain for the corporate music industry.
They have toured the world supporting the
heavy- hitters of Killing Joke, Primal Scream,
Lemonheads and Wolfmother and now they
can add The Cult and Against Me! to the
growing list of acts. Their meticulous recordings
are spectacular in their own right, but their
loud and intense live shows are second to
none. Explore their long line of releases and
discover for yourself why the punk rock genre
continues to strive in the face of the critics that
declared punk dead. As long as Joe Cardamone
and The Icarus Line musical veterans are on
the scene, punk music is alive and kicking
harder than ever. Watch our interview with
Joe at The House of Blues online at:
http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart or
visit their website at: www.theicarusline.org. END
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GA
IAN GAMACHE
ART EVERYDAY,
EVERYWHERE...
WRITTEN BY JAMAL SUMBHADI

I

n 2010 with the absence of any new
exhibitions on the horizon, Montreal artist
Ian Gamache took to the Internet to
broadcast his artistic message and to display
his unique work. By using Facebook, he
created a sort of ongoing exhibition in which
new images are posted almost every day.
His fan page has grown to more than 40,000
fans. His work is a combination of drawing,
abstract painting and collage.
“It gives me a lot of satisfaction to share art
with people,” says Gamache. “They provide
important feedback, so it’s kind of a two-way
street. I learn a lot from showing my art in
this way. With my drawings, I try to investigate
our collective memory, and attempt to explore
universal themes. History, war, sexuality, gender
roles, religion are all touched upon, but I also
try to offer an examination into the role and
limitations of an artist in society today. I hope
the drawings, usually rendered in simple and
crude lines, can tell stories that resonate deeply
with the viewer; a type of modern cave drawing
with lines that can cross cultures and language
and tap into our most basic senses.”
We are living in a new age where art can
travel the globe and be seen in a global
arena. Facebook allows artists, like Ian
Gamache, to share their art with the world
and to develop an international following.
With this new method for displaying art,
Gamache seems to put out a constant
supply, pouring his art into the great river
of information. Now his images can cross
borders and cultures and search for
common threads and understandings... END
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www.iangamache.com
www.facebook.com/ian.gamache.art

KA
DISCOVERIES
BETWEEN ART
AND SCIENCE...
WRITTEN BY DENISE MULLEN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCOTT SMALLIN

I

f you consider that both science and art
unfold through a magical portal that brings
the glimmer of an idea or possibility into
reality, you will understand the world as
Rebecca Kamen knows it.
As an artist and life investigator, Kamen
explores and specializes in the intersection of
art and science by creating dynamic art forms
that explain the illuminating, yet static, findings
laying in numbers, formulas and calculations.
“Both artists and scientists can relate to visual
expression,” Kamen says. “By taking a theory
and turning it into a sculpture or drawing, my
work enables the scientist to step away from
convention and look at things in a different way.”
In fact, Kamen’s research has revealed that
many Nobel Laureates at some time in their
lives have had a significant art experience,
whether it is in theater, music or gallery works.
In order to do their work, artists need to
excel at preparation, visualization, using
context, embracing uncertainty, taking risks,
collaborating and application. Moreover, so
does the scientist or even, if you think about
it, the entrepreneur who creates a new business.
Sadly, all of us are rich in these skills as young
children, but learn to dismiss them as adults
to be “right” rather than “maybe.”
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Rebecca Kamen’s work explores the nexus
of art and science. Her recent large-scale
sculpture installation, Divining Nature: An
Elemental Garden, was inspired by wide
ranging research into chemistry, cosmology,
spirituality and philosophy. She has also
investigated rare books and manuscripts at
the libraries of the American Philosophical

Society and the Chemical Heritage Foundation,
using these scientific collections as a muse in
the creation of her work.
Whether her muse happens to be a musty book,
laboratory or meteorite from New Mexico,
Kamen is renowned for transcending factual
science into spiritual forms that connect the
two disciplines and drive conversation between
them. She receives high praise from members
in the scientific community.
“Rebecca has a gift for bringing out the
spiritual dimension of science,” writes
Marjorie Gapp, Curator of Art and Images
for the Chemical Heritage Foundation. In
addition, the Othmer Library of Chemical
History credits her as the scientific artist
who can “provide the context to shed light
on our changing ways of seeing and
working with the ‘invisible.’”
Kamen has exhibited and lectured both
nationally and internationally in China,
Hong Kong and Egypt. She has been the
recipient of a Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
Professional Fellowship, a Pollack Krasner
Foundation Fellowship, a Strauss Fellowship,
and a travel grant fellowship from the
Chemical Heritage Foundation. Her work
is represented in many private and public
collections such as, KPMG Peat Martwick
Corporation, Gannett Corporation,
IBM, Capital One and the Institute for
Defense Analysis. END
Go to our youtube channel to see the
interviews we held inside her D.C. Studio:
http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart
You can find out more about Kamen’s work
at: www.rebeccakamen.com.

J
JK SWIMWEAR...
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCOTT SMALLIN
HAIR, MAKEUP AND STYLING
JESSICA MORRIS OF R.LOZIER SALON
HAIR PRODUCTS BY KEVIN.MURPHY

E

Established in 2010 by Jessica Krupa,
JK Swimwear is a designer label that
features chic and sophisticated
swimwear crafted from the finest fabric and
notions available to the swimwear market.
After discovering a gap in the market for
luxury swimwear that is well tailored yet
fashionable, Krupa has created a product
that balances function with couture elements.
Krupa graduated cum laude from the Fashion
Institute of Technology and Polimoda Design
School in Italy, with a Bachelor of Fine Arts
in women’s fashion design. After graduation,
she worked in New York City’s fashion industry
as an assistant and private label designer for
several years. Gaining industry experience
and vital connections, Krupa was confident
to embark on the challenge of starting a
label under her own vision.
She applied and received a Congress-Bundestag
Youth Exchange for Young Professionals, a
full year work-study scholarship where she
lived in the emerging fashion capitol of
Berlin, Germany. It was here that Krupa
wrote her business plan at the Technical
University of Berlin, made vital industry
connections, held an apprenticeship as a
couture house, and was recognized as a
“label to watch” in leading European
trade magazines.

WRITTEN BY DANIEL NUTLEY
Everyone knows of the lovable little mustached Italian plumber Mario. The original Nintendo Super
Mario Brothers, which sold an amazing 40.24 million copies, and was the first to unseat PAC-MAN™,
which set the benchmark with sales of 7 million copies. These numbers are impressive and are games that
everyone not living under a rock has heard of. But, where gaming is going today is awe inspiring. Developers
today can become more successful targeting traditional non-gamers who don’t realize they have a console
in their pockets. That's how the folks at Rovio cashed in with the title Angry Birds, quite possibly the most
viral game with more than 500+ million downloads by November 2011 and an amazing 6.5 million
downloads on Christmas Day alone. Ages 1 to 100 will continue to play it with new levels
coming out all the time, leaving us left to hit that feeder bar one more time.
What will they think of next?
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When Krupa returned to the United States
in 2011, she marketed her label and was
named a semi-finalist at Charleston Fashion
Week’s Emerging Designers Competition.
She continues to design new collections that
feature Italian fabrics created in an eco-friendly
environment, high-end French notions, and
couture details that make each piece unique
and desirable to the wearer. JK Swimwear
is a label that will keep you looking chic and
sophisticated at the beach or poolside while
keeping you comfortable in high-quality
garments. www.jkswimwear.com. See photo
spread inside our August 2012 Edition or visit
our website online at: www.3dotmag.com. END

K
KORN ROCKS
THE CAROLINAS...
WRITTEN BY ROB GRISSOM
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DONALD PERRY
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he Bakersfield, CA nu-metal group
Korn began their mixed media, light
show charged set with the sonically
charged classics “Divine”, “Predictable”,
and “Good God” with the usual suspects of
Jonathan Davis, Munkey and Fieldy and the
addition of veteran drummer Ray Luzier.
They had a video break between mini-sets to
remind the crowd of their electronic heritage
and history before performing “Narcissistic
Cannibal”, “Get Up”, and “Way to Far”
from the 2011 album “The Path of Totality”
on Roadrunner Records. Another video
break and a preliminary plan of a secret
attack is set in motion, they performed their
biggest commercial hits “Here to Stay”,
“Freak on a Leash” and “Falling Away From
Me”, adding a brilliant cover of Pink Floyd’s
“Another Brick in the Wall”, just because
they can... They are Korn!!! With another
video break to showcase their milestones in
music, they rip the metal nursery rhyme “
Shoots n’ Ladders” and a few of the rebels
start to see a familiar silhouette lurking
around the stage as they blast the crowd
favorite “Got the Life”. Then HE walked
out on stage with his battle-axe hoisted
high in the air… it
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was Brian “Head” Welch assuming his
“lonely spot” to his right, as Jonathan Davis
called it. As the massive crowd of over 30,000
began to realize what they were witnessing,
they erupted with unmitigated approval as the
band shined with an unforgettable rendition
of the super smash hit “Blind” and it was
performed as if it were a brand new track.
Korn picked up exactly where he left off
nearly seven years ago with the guitar duo
of Head and Munkey still as tight as ever.
The crowd, the band, and all the other artists
in attendance witnessed a piece of unsuspecting
music history. Hopefully, this is sign of things
to come for Boys from Bakersfield. Visit their
website online at: www.korn.com END

MAD
PAINTING
VERSUS
PLAYING...
WRITTEN BY SHARON WILLICK

S
SHIT OUT OF LUCK
AT THE SOAPBOX

The Wilmington, North Carolina-based hardcore punk, thrash band
Shit Out of Luck (S.O.L.), formed in 2009, and are veterans of the
industry and the local scene of the Port City. Keith Wrench, wailing
on guitar, has definitely paid his dues in the unapologetic music industry
playing with local legends Betrayer, All Tore Up and Faceloss, and is
on a personal mission to bring S.O.L. to the forefront of the genre.
With band mates Mike Boone on bass and vox, who has performed
with Sourvein, Betrayer, and Faceloss, and the addition of ex-Sans
Sobriety, 30 Deep and Second Thoughts drummer Brad Ellington
busting the skins and vox…these musicians are focused and kickin’
some ass. Their loud, hard and heavy guitar driven sound is reminiscent
of the “old school punk” days with Ellington and Boone’s screaming
vocals sharing the spotlight. The S.O.L. boys have offered two selfreleased albums that shine with pure punk aggression and angst-filled
lyrics aiming straight at political and societal issues of the day…
and they take no prisoners! Leaving their past in the dust, the newly
formed Shit Out of Luck are determined to flex their thrash muscles
and take charge of their own destiny…one venue at a time.
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ome musicians can go on to be appreciated
over the years as their work becomes
part of the fabric of their audiences own
lives and memories seeming to somehow include
them, beckoning them to the dance or lying
to them about love. They come on stage playing
the same piece of art over and over again
only to become more beloved than ever.
Don’t get me wrong I love music, in fact who
doesn’t understand its importance and appeal?
Not so with art. Unless, somehow you manage
to get someone who matters to see your work
and decide it is somehow important. But
wait there is a catch. The moment your art
is dependant on someone else’s appreciation
or understanding you’ve already sold out, @$%!
So it’s on to the next genius. Sure it helps if
you’re dead but do you still care then? When
a piece is finished and no one else sees it does
it mean anything at all? Does it anyway?
If your ego or your soul need something
more from art than creating it you will likely
be eaten alive.
Then your dreams will become the bars on
the cage of lies that you told yourself about
what life as an artist would be like if only… END

J
Q&A WITH
RACHEL JONES...

Q

UESTION: What is your educational
background? ANSWER: I’m learning
as I go along. I worked as an artist’s
model for a few years. Often this was at
workshops with fees double a year’s worth
of my tips. I realized I was in a great position
to learn so much. I devoted as much energy
to listening, memorizing and putting into
practice the instruction as I did in sitting still.
It was invaluable. Later when I moved to
England, I began to take advantage of workshops and have continued to do so until this
day. And, one can never underestimate the
importance of museums and other artists.
Q: Exhibitions and showings? A: I’ve had
a few local shows and I exhibit at arts and
crafts festivals. Upcoming though will be a
show in Myrtle Beach at Fresh Brewed
Coffee on Broadway in August. Then in
November, I’ll have a small show downtown
Charleston at the Saul Alexander Gallery.
The latter will focus on funerary monuments
from around the world.

DIMEBAG
BY CRYSTAL MCLAUGHLIN
BIGGIE
BY JAVIER BOSCIO
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Q: Any special recognition or awards?
A: The most recent award was an Emerging
Artist Award presented to me by Florence
Art Trail Gallery in May.
Q: So tell us about your techniques and
styles? A: Sometimes someone will give a
look that allows you into their mind. It’s just a
second. Usually so fleeting you wonder if you
ever really saw it - a snapshot. I try to recreate
that moment. There is such etherealness to it,
so I try to keep those paintings soft and a
transparency to them. I switch between
acrylic and oils depending on the subject. I
started out doing portraits, which focuses on
details. But recently I’ve been experimenting
with a more surrealistic approach. It allows
me to loosen up and paint in a ‘stream of
consciousness’ sort of way focusing more on
the emotion. There is so much I still need to
learn, so there is a lot of trial and error.
See the entire interview online at:
www.3dotmag.com. Click on past issues
and go to the May 2012 Edition.

MUSIC
MUSICAL
CHAIRS...
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he latest Dream Dance Film by
renowned director Susan Seidelman
(Desperately Seeking Susan) was
screened at The International Film Festival
of Manhattan on Thursday, November
15th at Quad Cinemas. This film makes you
want to dance, love and experience the passion
of art and life. Movement, love, guilt, hate,
anger, madness, sadness and all types of feelings
come out during this film. Every time I started
to feel one emotion, I jumped right into another
feeling that motivates the creative mind to
never stop... A unique blend of dance, drama,
and romance, the film stars newcomers Leah
Pipes and E. J. Bonillo as a pair of unlikely
lovers in contemporary New York who must
face a number of challenges, both separately
and together, before finding one another –
and themselves. Also starring Tony-winner
Priscilla Lopez, Jaime Tirelli, Laverne Cox,
Morgan Spector, Auti Angel, Jerome Preston
Bates, Nelson R. Landrieu, and Angelic
Zambrana. After watching Leah Pipes and
E. J. Bonillo dance around in the beginning
of the film, you will want to stand up and
dance. Then everything changes and... The
pain will hurt at first, but when you see the
light start coming back, you will understand
how important every day is and why we
should live and... END

MCLEO
REACTOR:
CHRISTIAN
MCLEOD...
WRITTEN BY MARTIN MILLS
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANTHINY MACRI
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art of a generation of Toronto painters
who grew up in the shadow of the
Painters Eleven and the Isaacs Crew,
Christian McLeod won’t be pigeonholed as a
‘Toronto artist’ while at the same time taking
the city and its surroundings as his subject.
He is wary of being identified too closely
with any one movement or with Canadian
art in general, even though his work owes an
obvious debt to figures such as David Milne
and Paul Emile Borduas. As a friend and
student of Richard Gorman, who was once
described as “the quintessential Canadian
artist,” McLeod shares his mentor’s interest
in the painterly tradition, in translating the
universal into the specific, in the windswept
shores of the Great Lakes and the golden
light and explosive foliage of the Canadian
autumn, but can take leave of bucolic
idylls to passionately indulge in the urban
landscape, built environments, technology
and surveillance.
As tempting as it is to label McLeod as part
of the Canadian art continuum, his own
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history, which includes decamping for extended
periods to Spain, Germany, Belize, and
elsewhere, hints at a more global perspective.
His cityscapes are as likely to capture London
(Further Unmanned Strategies), or Munich
(Central Station), as they are to depict Montreal
(the St Henri suite) or Halifax, Nova Scotia
(Crystal). McLeod’s elusive titles for his
nature paintings - Reactor, for example,
or Crystal - speak to a generality, while his
signature blurry, smudged-out style underscores that sense of “anywhere-ness.”
Mills: What did Richard Gorman bequeath
to you in terms of your artistic practice?
McLeod: Well, in a practical sense, I
inherited some of his tools. His workbench,
his squeegees, his three-quarter inch plywood
wall mount – “real straight three quarter inch
ply,” he used to call it. Going into Richard’s
studio after he was gone, I got a sense of how
much more there was to do. There was no
finality there. He had a tremendously
generous spirit. Something Richard told me,
which I’ll always remember, was that if you
want to be an artist, you’ve got to be ready to
be alone. It can be a very isolating lifestyle, a
lot of time spent on your own… But he was
definitely not an unhappy man; I don’t think
he meant it as a negative thing. Richard
worked right up until the day he went into
hospital. He loved the artist’s life.
MM: In terms of solitude, painting is unique
in that it’s an art form that doesn’t need an
audience to be ‘performed.’ Art doesn’t
come to you; you have to go to it. CMC: The
canvases do need an audience to come to life
– they need to be experienced.
MM: But in terms of the creation of the
work… CMC: Yes, the act of painting
requires solitude. There are very few people,
I think, who I could ignore enough to have
them around when I’m working.
MM: Gorman was a very literary fellow, as
much influenced by poetry – particularly
Rilke’s “Sonnets of Orpheus” – as by other
artists. Would you say that your own work is
primarily influenced by art history, or does
literature, music, film play as much of a role?
CMC: [Michael] Ondaatje’s “In the Skin of
a Lion,” that book gave me visions. Not that
I’m illustrating it, but those kinds of stories
occur to me when I’m painting.
MM: What kind of stories? CMC: The
tension of working on building something
monumental, like a bridge. The way an
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individual can seem so tiny in the context of
what they’re creating. The things that came
before us, the recent past, the urban landscape
we’ve created and we live in. I think that idea
of history, like Ondaatje’s story of the building
of the Bloor Street viaduct, has a different effect
on me than the idea of art history, which is more
about the technique, the actual strokes of paint,
how it’s layered, the use of oil paint on canvas.
MM: So the subject comes from history, or
the present, whereas the style comes from
your influences? CMC: It’s not as simple as
that. My pictorial language is informed by
the past, but I’m trying to take things to
a new place.
MM: You don’t use pencil drawing as a basis
for underdrawing. CMC: Usually I cover the
canvas in a thick layer of paint, so that the next
particles of pigment float in the oil, and it gets
pushed around, it gets dropped in, extracted,
the density grows out of liquid paint, over time.
MM: I mention drawing because I think of
your paintings as history paintings, more than
landscapes. And there’s a sense of drawing in
paint, a sense of trying to capture our lives
as they rush past us, that a line has to have
multiple meanings just to convey where we
are now, our lives are so sped up. CMC:
There is a tension in the work. I like to make
it an effort to figure out the story. But it takes
a lot of patience, a long time to capture that
sense of a frozen moment, so I expect my
audience to take the time too, to look closely.
With a piece like Further Unmanned Strategies,
it is a history painting, but the figures are
hidden within the abstraction, maybe it’s a
sense of the individual lost within the crowd,
hidden in the architecture. The population is
overpowered by the forces of its own society
– the machine they created to keep them safe
just makes them more paranoid. We’re all
terrified of the unknown, of all the possible
terrible things – of being alone, of losing
our homes, of the future.
MM: I wanted to talk to you about titles.
There seem to be two kinds of titles for your
work: the explicit, like River or The New
Nature, and the more ambiguous ones that
suggest a state of mind, like Abandoned
Fields. Does the title come to you while
you’re working on a painting or after it’s
finished? CMC: About 90% of the time, it’s
during the painting. The paintings grow into
the title. I try to catch them and write them
down on scraps of paper, I’m getting better
at keeping them organized.

MM: Your most recent show [at La Parete
Gallery in Toronto] was called The New
Nature. What is the new nature? CMC: We
are affecting change on nature – you know,
GMOs, unlocking the genome, climate
change, and so on. But it’s also got a kind of
camp, Seventies optimism to it – like a TV
telemarketer: “It’s the new nature! It’s the
new you!” The whole idea that because it’s
new it’s good, blind faith in the future.
MM: That reminds me, bringing it back to
the idea of influence, that your work has no
Pop influence, and Pop had that whole
embrace of newness, of novelty. CMC: Well,
I use oil on canvas, it’s an old method. I got a
laugh out of calling a show of oil paintings
The New Nature. It’s the dinosaur of mediums! There’s no video, no iPhone app,
there’s nothing backlit.
MM: But you think of oil as an effective
method of capturing the transformations
of contemporary culture… CMC: Well, not
everyone is convinced. They wonder why
I’m painting. To me, it’s cyclical. I don’t
consciously try to be contemporary, I don’t
think of myself as a ‘contemporary
artist.’ Look at someone like [Frank]
Auerbach, he’s not trying to compete, his
paintings capture his time, but it just happens
to be now. All artists were contemporary at
the time they were working, it’s just an
accident of history. David Milne, his street
scenes, his paintings of his studio, to me
they are utterly contemporary.
MM: You unsuccessfully bid on a Milne
painting of Ossington Street at an auction a
while back, and here we are sitting in your
studio on Ossington. This area has changed
so much, not just since Milne’s time but even
in the last few years since you moved your
studio here. CMC: Before this, I was in a
studio I had in the same building as Richard
[Gorman]. 1400 square feet, a whole wall of
windows, northeast facing light… they’re
condos now, like so many studios I’ve had.
Noel Harding had his studio there. Daniel
Baird was there, too, the art critic. But I like
it here on Ossington, surrounded by galleries,
my friend Anthony Macri [the photographer]
lives just across the street, places like Delux
[restaurant], I can’t complain. I keep my
door open.
See this feature interview and art online at:
www.3dotmag.com. February 2012 Edition
or www.christianmcleod.com

MISS I MAY

AT THE 2012 VAN’S WARPED TOUR

M
BERT MONROY
THE PIONEER OF
DIGITAL ART...
WRITTEN BY DONALD PERRY
PHOTOGRAPH BY SCOTT SMALLIN

B

ert Monroy takes DotDotDotMag back
to the day digital art really started…
Monroy was 2 years old when he started
drawing and was always in trouble at school
because of his love for the art of drawing. In
the eighth grade one of his teachers told him
he should apply for the high school of art
and design. He was accepted and it became
his first formal art and design training.
Born and raised in New York City, Monroy
spent 20 years in the advertising industry as
an art director and creative director for various
agencies as well as his own. He currently lives
with his wife in Berkeley, California.
His partner around 1984 told him that the
agency was buying a computer for him to use
for his layout and designs. Monroy replied,
“Don’t expect me to get on it.” His partner
laughed and ended up showing him the
Macintosh 128 model in a showroom in
New York and Monroy played around with
the tools and ended up doing demos for the
store while waiting for his computer to be
delivered. FAT BITS! After his computer
arrived, Monroy worked intensely for the
next two years and released one of the first
clipart packages on a 400k floppy disk named
Human Forms in the summer of 1984. The
clipart had more than 1,000 body parts to
create the human forms in different positions.
His partner was a tech editor at Mac User,
which means that Monroy received a lot of
the new graphics software packages to review,
which was how he started with PixelPaint
and Photoshop. This lead Monroy into writing
reviews for MacUser, MacWorld and many
other publications around the world.
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After Monroy’s introduction of the Macintosh
128 in 1984, he embarked on a new digital
career. He embraced the computer as an
artistic medium and is considered one of the

BERT MONROY

pioneers of digital art. His work has been
seen in every major trade publication of the
computer industry. His work has also been
featured in scores of books, which include
Making Art on a Macintosh, The Photoshop
WOW Book, The Illustrator WOW Book,
The Art of Digital Painting, The Grey Book
and The Photoshop A to Z in Japan. Monroy
also co-authored, with David Biedny, The
Official Adobe Photoshop Handbook, which
was the first book on Photoshop and the only
one for almost two years. It won various awards.
His work has also been used to introduce
many software products such as Photoshop,
VideoWorks (predecessor to Director),
PixelPaint, SoundCap and ImageStudio
(predecessor to Painter).
Monroy is also the artist behind the Starship
Enterprize artwork in Star Trek, which Bert
helped create the texture maps for 3D models.
Bert also created the football stadium artwork
in the Forest Gump movie and many others...
In our interview, we asked him how many
layers were in the Times Square piece and he
answered, “500,000 to 750,000 layers roughly.”
Monroy’s work can be seen by visiting his
website at www.bertmonroy.com. Or go to
www.revisions3.com and watch his show
Pixel Perfect, which offers more than 100
video tutorials on Photoshop and more.
Bert Monroy continues to do beta testing for
Photoshop while creating his own work, explained
in more detail on the video interview by Donald
Perry and Scott Smallin. See our interview
online at: http://youtu.be/ivmneefgk30 END
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P
PIERCE THE VEIL...
WRITTEN BY CHELSEA RUTLEDGE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCOTT SMALLIN

A

To keep up with future music exclusives
and learn more about Pierce the Veil,
check out Scott Smallin’s full interview on
the 3 Dot website (3dotmag.com) or via
the YouTube channel, thefutureofart. For
additional US and UK tour dates, visit
the P.T.V website or “like” the official
Facebook page.
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slow-fading instrumental opens and a
roughly audible Vic Fuentes begins to
sing. Layers of static dissipate and the
overture gains momentum. Fuentes cries,
“This is the street youth rising up!” The beat
drops and Pierce The Veil’s latest album,
“Collide With The Sky,” is unleashed. What
began as two brothers playing loud music in
San Diego basements, Pierce the Veil (P.T.V)
has since progressed into one of the most
celebrated American experimental rock
music acts to date. The quartet is led by
singer/guitarist/keyboardist Vic Fuentes,
accompanied by drummer Mike Fuentes,
bassist Jamie Preciado, and Tony Perry on
lead guitar. Since its arrival on the hard-core
scene in 2006, fans have reveled in the band’s
uniquely melodic guitar riffs, up-tempo beats,
and dynamic vocals. After being signed to
Equal Vision Records and experiencing
immense success with their debut album,
A Flair For the Dramatic, along with the
compelling sophomore follow-up, Selfish
Machines, the P.T.V boys now celebrate their
strongest work yet on their first release with
Fearless Records, Collide With the Sky. Since
its arrival in mid-July, Collide With the Sky,
has sold upwards of 27,000 copies, and
earned the boys their first headlining UK
tour. No strangers to life on the road, Vic,
Mike, Jamie, and Tony have embarked on
more than 20 tours (including three years on
Vans Warped Tour) since the bands start six
years ago. During their most recent run on
Warped Tour, Scott Smallin caught a chance
to sit down with the Fuentes brothers and
Jamie as they talked about the tour, plans for
the future, and what was on the menu for
dinner. “We’re gonna go from main-stage at
Warped to little, packed rooms. It’s going to
be awesome,” said Jamie in regards to the
transition from national to international
shows. With the latter half of September
booked at nightclubs across the UK and
already several sold-out dates appearing on
the calendar, awesomeness certainly seems to
lay in wait for P.T.V... and, it’s well deserved.
After catching a glimpse of the band at
Warped Tour, it is no wonder thousands of
fans are drawn to the band’s rock ‘n’ roll
spectacle. A set filled with passion, talent,
and intensity -- the Collide With the Sky tour
is one you surely don’t want to miss. END

PISSARR
COLORS, FACES
AND SPACES...
FREDERIC
PISSARRO

F
“Everything is energy; I
want my paintings to be
a positive energy, tender,
poetic, joyful. I wouldn’t
paint anything that I
wouldn’t be comfortable
living with.”
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– Frederic Pissarro

Frederic Pissarro was born and raised
in Paris, France, and trained at L’ecole
Nationale Superieure Des Beaux-Arts of
Paris. The great-grandson of the creator of
Impressionism, Camille Pissarro, Frederic
Pissaro keeps alive a long family tradition
of fine arts with a modern twist. Frederic
Pissarro paints bold, provocative, expressive
face art, animal art, and still life original
paintings. He uses high quality oils and
acrylics. Frederic lives in the United States.
He has established a reputation of a successful
professional artist in local and national galleries.
WEBSITE LINK

www.fredericpissarrousa.com

VIDEO LINK
www.youtu.be/eG2gAenEb7w

FACEBOOK
www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=1368054298

POD
P.O.D. OR
PAYABLE ON
DEATH...
WRITTEN BY ROB GRISSOM
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DONALD PERRY

T

he Southern CA legendary, veteran
metal band P.O.D. takes the dusk finale
on the Jagermeifter Stage at the 2012
Carolina Rebellion. With the magnetic, vocal
prowess of Sonny Sandoval and the hardhitting guitar licks from Marcos Curiel; a
rhythm section of Traa Daniels on bass and
Sonny’s cousin Noah “Wuv” Bernardo
pounding the skins, these artists are still
growing their legion of fans today. They have
7 studio albums under their belt and boasting
over 10 million in sales so far. These masters
of metal infused reggae rap commanded the
rebels’ attention … and they got it. Providing
a blasting set of the classic anthems “Boom”,
“ Youth of a Nation”, “Alive”, “Goodbye for
Now” and “Lights Out” to their new, soonto-be released tunes “Eyez” and “Lost in
Forever” from their July release “Murdered
Love” on the Razor and Tie label , P.O.D.
delivered the goods. After 20 years, they still
perform with youthful enthusiasm and unbridled
talent... staying true to their spiritual roots
with the elder wisdom of knowing when to
take a break from the rock star status and live
life to the fullest. Never count these guys
out… they will get back up swinging every
time, recounting the daily struggles of life in
true P.O.D. fashion. As they proclaim, “Is
that all you got.. I’ll take your best shot”.
See our interview with P.O.D. and others
back stage at the 2012 Carolina Rebellion...

http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9zQopOmniG8

www.payableondeath.com
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R
Q&A WITH
SILVENA ROWE...
INTERVIEW BY DONALD PERRY

S

ilvena’s career has seen her cook for
London’s most discerning diners, fromroyalty to rock star and her inspirational
cooking style also led to a role as food consultant
on David Cronenberg’s 2007 film Eastern
Promises. Her infectious personality regularly
lights up our TV screens and she is a regular
on BBC’s Saturday Kitchen. Silvena’s stunning
looks, outspoken opinions and outstanding
culinary skills have also been shared with the
nation on ITV’s This Morning, UKTV
Food’s Good Food Live and My Kitchen...
Question: When did you first know you
wanted to be a chef ? Answer: I guess without
realizing from very early age, about 8, when
I began cooking for a snack even, rather
than having a simple sandwich.
Q: What or who inspired you to cook? A: My
pure greed for food. My father’s cooking and
amazing relationship with taste. Anything he
touched will be so delicious. He was the best.
Q: Who is your favorite chef of all-time? A:
Very difficult question but there are two chefs
whose food I crave—Nobu san from Nobu,
and Andrew Carmellini from Locanda Verde
and the Dutch.
Q: What are your personal thoughts about
cooking, acting, etc.? A: Cooking for me is
about passion, imagination, generosity. I love
the appreciation when I cook for others...
still do as I did on the very first day I
cooked for people.

PREDECCESSOR
The Cape Fear area bad boys of Predecessor have been through some lineup changes and the current incarnation is geared-up
to take on the metal world. The powerful vocals of Kyle Watts, accompanied by Zach Rogers and Josh Snow on guitars, Chris
Wood on bass, and McKenzie Bell pounding the skins launching these artists into the spotlight of the rejuvenated Wilmington
metal scene. They released Learning to Suffer in 2010 and have not looked back. In 2012, Predecessor is offering a tease to the head
bangers with the home recorded spectacular tracks of “Skin Deep” and “Bleed Out” and plan to release more as they are completed.
Watt’s guttural vocal style blends perfectly with Rogers’ high volume aggressive chord progressions and meticulous structured
arrangements. These musicians have what it takes to carry them far in the music industry. Be on the lookout for new tunes and turn
the volume up to 11 and break off the knob. Check out their tunes on YouTube channel PredecessorBand.
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Q: Where do you see your acting /chef
career taking you to next? A: I would like to
open a restaurant with my food in Las Vegas,
Los Angeles or New York.
Q: Mac or PC? A: After years of suffering on
PC, I am finally on Mac. A state of mind
change, but so much for the better!
Q: Cake or Pie? Always cake! Cake is sexy,
alluring, exciting ohhh soooo sweet! Pies even
the best are simply dull! I never eat or make
pies! Heavy and in need of a
makeover...surely! END

REY
A DEN OF
DISRUPTION...
IN A GOOD WAY!
WRITTEN BY DENISE MULLEN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCOTT SMALLIN

I

n a city where 2010 headlines ushered in
the upside down WonderWorks attraction
and added a 200-foot high SkyWheel to its
oceanfront promenade, Myrtle Beach could
also become home to a “Den of Disruption.”
Not to be confused with tourist trappings,
local entrepreneur and software developer
Paul Reynolds is looking to follow in California
footsteps to establish a co-working center where
mostly home-based freelancers can come together as “a development team and tap into
the power of collaboration.” “Freelancers,
knowledge workers and software developers
may work from a home office, but miss the
social interaction and bouncing around of
ideas with others. They don’t want to go back
to working in a corporate setting but can
come to a co-work space and find ideas and
stimulation from like-minded people, in more
of a coffee shop atmosphere,” says Reynolds.
So, how is this disruptive? “When you work
in a positive, open-minded culture, it can be
electric…it makes things happen ... it can
save a priceless number of hours trying to
solve a problem when someone in the group
already knows the answer to the next step,”
explains Reynolds. “The iPhone totally
disrupted the whole market and made Smart
Phones the norm rather than an out-of-thebox idea. Getting creative minds out of the
old-school institutional company environment
and converging art with technology can
change the world.” So, why Myrtle Beach,
S.C.? “Why not?” asks Reynolds. As Reynolds
points out, the Grand Strand is focused on
hospitality and tourism, but those industries
have also served to make the area very

“people-centric” and a place where hundreds,
maybe thousands from around the world,
would love to relocate to, if they could find
work beyond service jobs. And, believe it or
not, the Myrtle Beach area has top-notch
internet access and fiber optic network
capabilities that rival that of New York City
or Atlanta. The Grand Strand also has its
fair share of investors, but not a whole lot
of exciting new projects at which to throw
money. “Writers, designers, programmers
and the like don’t require huge warehouses
or office buildings. All we need is a work
space, computer and great internet access,”
Reynolds explains. “A small investment for
a possibly huge payoff.” So, what’s in it for
Myrtle Beach? Establishing a brave new
culture at the beach that takes ideas to prototype to product to investors to market, could
significantly plug the area’s brain drain. Instead
of the multitude of university graduates who
leave every year for a bigger city with bigger
opportunities, maybe they could establish a
career here. And, the hobby software writer
who bartends to make ends meet might be
able to work himself into the job of his dreams
with co-work resources, mentoring and support.
“I’m a great believer in the inside-out economy,”
says Reynolds. “Instead of trying to recruit
200 companies to the area with strict musthave lists, why not give 200, one-person ideas
a fighting chance?” Not a bad, big idea.
See our interview with Paul and others by
visiting the website at: www.3dotmag.com
or go online to our YouTube Channel and
browse more than 50 video interviews...
www.youtube.com/thefutureofart
Find out more about Paul by visiting:
www.about.me/paulreynolds.com

REDLIGHT KING

AT THE 2012 CAROLINA REBELLION
Kaz and Jules of Hamilton, Ontario, Canada’s group Redlight King were
next up on the Jagermeifter Stage with their vintage, hook heavy infectious
track “Bullet in My Hand” and the storytelling retrospective “Old Man”.
With a sampling of the tune by fellow Canadian rocker Neil Young’s classic,
these guys make this tune their own with authority. Supporting their “Something for the Pain” debut album on Hollywood Records which details their
life experiences and struggles of the working class in today’s world with an
old school sound. With the tune “Comeback” featured on The Avengers
soundtrack, Kaz and Jules are slowly receiving their due recognition. The
band’s name is derived from the “light tree” at the drag strips, a testament to
their love of fast, classic muscle cars and drag racing. A long line of tour dates
and festivals scheduled for the summer these true artists are sure to be
playing a venue near you. www.redlightkingmusic.com
Watch our interview with Kaz and Jules back stage at the Carolina
Rebellion... http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNbSYFVvTcg
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S
Q&A WITH
AARON JOEL
SANTOS...

W

here were you born and or
raised? Answer: I grew up in New
Orleans, Louisiana. When I turned
18, I left home for Oakland and San Francisco. After that I lived in Providence, Rhode
Island, back in New Orleans for a bit, and
finally in Boston, before leaving for Southeast
Asia. So I guess all those cities kind of raised
me, in their own special ways.
Q: When did you pick up the Camera for the
First time? A: I came to the game pretty late,
all things considered. I don’t have some great
story about my grandfather giving me his old
Leica or anything like that. I thought I would
go back to school for graphic design, so I
bought a camera as a way to get back into
design, thinking I would take some pictures,
play around with PhotoShop, apply to grad
schools, and be on my merry way. And then
once I had the camera, things just kind of
stopped there, and I realized I really liked
taking pictures. I got my first camera in like July
2006, about a month or two before Hurricane
Katrina hit New Orleans. I was living there
again at the time, feeling kind of directionless.
I have all these terrible fish-eye and wide-angle
pictures of the devastation of the storm
somewhere in a basement in Charleston.
Classic first-time-with-a-camera-type stuff.
I don’t show those to anyone.
Q: What inspires you most photographically?
A:Other photographers and other artists are
huge inspirations. I also read a lot of literature and listen to a lot of music. Traveling is
also a direct line of inspiration, and I’m lucky
to be able to do that quite often. I love lists,
so I’m going to list some things and people
out now that I find super inspiring. Hope
that’s OK. Photography: Sarah Moon
(maybe the best photographer ever), Lillian
Bassman, Sally Mann, Antoine D’Agata...
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See the entire interview online at:
www.3dotmag.com. Click on past issues
and go to the May 2012 Edition.

SHAPO
ALJONA
SHAPOVALOVA...

B

orn in 1978 in Vladikavkaz, North
Ossetia-Alania, Russia, artist Aljona
Shapovalova has maintained membership
in the Union of Russian Artists and the
International Association of Art since 2007.
Additionally, she was a member of the first
(2007) and fourth (2010) Russian International
Symposium of Painting “Alanika.” In 2008,
she was a member of the International
Enamel Symposium held in Kecskemet,
Hungary, and in Vladikavkaz, Russia. Aljona
Shapovalova’s artwork is displayed in museums
and through private collections in Russia,
Switzerland, Hungary, and Serbia. END
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SLAS
SLASH
FEATURING
MYLES KENNEDY
AND THE
CONSPIRATORS...
WRITTEN BY ROB GRISSOM
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DONALD PERRY

T
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AT THE 2012 CAROLINA REBELLION
Arron Lewis and the boys from Staind assumed their spot on the
Carolina Rebellion Stage and kept the mammoth crowd on their feet.
With seven studio albums, five chart topping singles and selling 15
million records worldwide, they were an obvious crowd favorite.
Performing the classics “Mudshovel”, “Just Go”, “Right Here” and
the rebel crowd sing-along “It’s Been Awhile”; along with their most
recent releases “Not Again”, “Throw it All Away” and “Something to
Remind You” from their 2011 album “Staind” on the Atlantic/Roadrunner label, which debuted at #5 on Billboards charts. They were a
perfect band to be on stage at sunset of a raucous day of music in the
southern sandhill heat. Staind just completed the highly successful
MassChaos Tour with Godsmack and Halestorm leaving a wake of
devastation throughout the country. Lewis’ voice and lyrics are seemingly
timeless and strike home with the working class of America. He connects
with his audience on a personal level with his thoughtful ballads and
leaves your mind in a stir with his hard-hitting metal classics...
www.staind.com
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he hall of famer and legendary Guns ‘n’
Roses guitarist Slash was next up and
burned the Carolina Rebellion stage to
the ground. With Myles Kennedy and the
Conspirators as his accomplices, they ripped
through the classic G’n’R tracks “Sweet
Child O’ Mine”, “Paradise City” and “Mr.
Brownstone” and left the rebels asking “Axl…
Who ???” Slash has not missed a beat since
the olden days of his initial 80’s fame, he has
gotten better, if that is even possible. Myles’
high register on vocals and stage charisma
proved to rival the classic Axl style. He did
take the stage from Mark Walberg’s character
“Izzy Cole” and the Steel Dragons on the
cult classic movie “Rock Star” as “Thor…
God of Thunder… Stand up and Shout !!!
The classic G’n’R tunes were not all of their
setlist by any means. They killed the Slash
hits “Nothin’ to Say”, “Back from Cali”, and
“Starlight” and treated the rebellers with
their new smash tracks “You’re a Lie” and
“Anastasia” off the new second Slash album
“Apocalyptic Love” on the Dik Hayd International label. Slash will continue to unleash
his musical madness on the world for years to
come as he seems on a mission to justify his
place in the Rock n’Roll Hall of Fame is
certainly no fluke. www.slashonline.com END

SH
THE TWILIGHT
SAGA’S SEXY
NEW VAMPIRE:
JUDI SHEKONI...
BY TINA POWSEY

W

hen my family and I moved to
America from England, I latched
on to all things British. My favorite
guilty pleasure became the channel BBC
America, which gave me a daily dose of
“Blighty” through a plethora of classic British
television. For a number of years, BBC
America ran one of England’s most popular
soap operas, “EastEnders,” aptly named for
its East London location. So, when I was offered
the chance to interview Judith “Judi” Shekoni,
one of the Twilight Saga’s sexiest new stars,
I jumped at the chance. Judi’s acting career
was launched on my beloved “EastEnders”
through the character of Precious.
The just released “Breaking Dawn Part 2”
introduces the rest of the world to someone
Brits have loved for years. To most Britons,
Judi Shekoni will always be associated with
Precious, but to the 36-plus million fans on
The Twilight Saga’s Facebook page alone,
she will now be Zafrina, the sexy South
American vampire and leader of the Amazon
Coven. “For people to know me or associate
me with any character is a blessing. Hopefully
I can keep carrying on what I’m doing and
find lots of other interesting roles and people
will notice that, too,” Shekoni said.
There is much more to Shekoni than being
the hottest new vampire in Hollywood. On
her Twitter account, Shekoni describes herself
as a seeker of truth. “One of my big passions
is searching for truth spiritually...
I’m praying and always looking for new ways
to expand my knowledge of the human condition and truth in universal laws,” she said.

“I went on a pilgrimage recently to Jerusalem
and India by myself. Jerusalem was amazing;
I made some friends there and I got to do a
lot of meditation and prayer. It’s just a very
special place and made spirituality that much
more real to me, as you can feel it in the air.”
Moving to Los Angeles has helped Shekoni
dig deeper into her spiritual side. “In Los
Angeles, people are very forward-thinking
spiritually and with health; I can meditate
and it’s acceptable. Living here is an experience like no other. The opportunities and
possibilities here are endless. Right now it’s
very exciting to be in Hollywood.”
Shekoni is an avid reader, but shies away from
fictional books and magazines. Preferring
self-help books and spiritualistic books, Shekoni
has most recently been reading “The Four
Agreements,” by Don Miguel Ruiz and
“Transcending the Levels of Consciousness,
The Stairway To Enlightenment” by David
Hawkins. Ideas from the “The Four Agreements” come from the ancient Toltec wisdom
of the native people of Southern Mexico.
The simple ideas of “The Four Agreements”
provide an inspirational code for life; a personal
development model, and a template for personal
development, behavior, communications
and relationships.
Shekoni says she is blessed to be in “Twilight’s”
final installment. “I’ve never been part of
something so big and I have such an infinity
with vampires, so it’s been really fun to be
able to just explore that side of me and Zafrina
is kind of a superhero with what she wears,
which is fun.”
For newcomers to The Twilight Saga, those
who want to jump in at the end and experience
the final installment, you will still find the film
as captivating as its predecessors. “You can
watch it from start to finish and just get it;
probably because there are so many new
characters coming in. And, what we’re coming
in to do is explained at the beginning of the
film. This one has a lot more action, so
“Breaking Dawn Part 2” should open up the
possibility of non-Twilight fans coming out
to join the party,” explains Shekoni.
Shekoni says she is thankful to receive so

much that comes from the film itself. Prior to
the movie’s release, she had a developing
presence on Twitter with 33,000 followers
with that number no doubt sky rocking after
the release. Shekoni enjoys interacting with
fans on Twitter and says she posts all of her
own tweets because she feels like she would
be cheating her fans if anyone else posted on
her behalf. “Hopefully it (Breaking Dawn
Part 2) will put me in a strong position careerwise, but it can only be a benefit and I’m
extremely blessed to be a part of it.”
The work didn’t come easy for Shekoni and
she’s met a lot of closed doors.
Shekoni shares her excitement when asked
about the movie premier. “I went to the
premiere of ‘Breaking Dawn’ last year and
it’s the biggest theatre I’ve ever seen! The
movie house is huge; the screen is huge. To
be there with a couple of my closest friends
and to be wearing the most beautiful dresses
we can find, expensive jewelry and our hair
and makeup done, then to sit there and see
myself on the screen in a movie that’s pretty
much guaranteed to become No. 1 around
the world…wow…it blows my mind and
reaffirms to me what’s possible and what
you can achieve.”
When asked about the journey from TV to
film and her preference of doing one or the
other, Shekoni shares, “I love film, so it would
be awesome to work consistently in film. I like
film because you have more time to work on
the characters and really develop them, but
equally, some of the best acting and writing
are on TV shows. For me, I leave it in the
hands of the gods.”
On acting as an art, Shekoni explains, “I find
acting to be like psychology in action. You do
a lot of work to discover how you work and
how you operate, then you do more work to
discover how human beings work and how they
operate. And then do more work to discover
how you can now move yourself aside so you
can then communicate to other people and
express things. Sometimes it is very artful, but
it is also very technical. Somewhere in the
middle is where it lives.” END
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INTERVIEW
WITH ARTIST
BILL STRYDESKY...
WRITTEN BY JAMAL SUMBHADI
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCOTT SMALLIN

W

hen you first meet Bill Strydesky it
quickly becomes apparent that you
are dealing with a true original. His
6-foot-3-inch frame is topped off with long,
silvery hair escaping from his signature black
beret and a broad smile. Strydesky is a character,
a visionary with a big heart and a playfulness
that includes you. You can usually find him
painting in his studio where he is likely to ask
your favorite color then start painting with it
or even hand you his brush and say go ahead
and paint. When asked if he gives painting
classes, he says “sure” then proceeds to paint
a box and adds, “now paint outside it!”
Bill Strydesky began his journey on the artist
path as a child in New Jersey where he
started painting at the age of 12. Years later
in Washington, D.C., he would expand his
interest into works expressing his rich emotional life using oil pastels. Today Strydesky
paints acrylic creations that represent both
his response to the world around him and his
own inner world. He was profoundly affected
by the events of Sept. 11, 2001 at which point
his work changed dramatically. His color
palette literally exploded and his definition
became much more clear and dynamic.
It is his inner world that is most represented
in his paintings, which push the limits of the
status quo and prove that his work is beyond
convention. The images he creates are filled
with provocative shapes, intense colors and
energetic movement that transport the...
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See the entire interview online at:
www.3dotmag.com. Click on past issues
and go to the December 2012 Edition.

SHINED
SHINEDOWN...
WRITTEN BY ROB GRISSOM
PHOTOGRAPHY BY DONALD PERRY

T

he long day was unfortunately coming to
an end as the headliner Shinedown from
Jacksonville, FL took the Carolina Stage
for the festival’s finale. Founding members,
vocalist Brent Smith and drummer Barry
Kerch were joined by Zach Myers on guitar
and Eric Bass on piano and bass to bid a fitting
adieu to the highly successful festival. They
were on point with the tracks “Fly From the
Inside” and the emotionally charged “45”
from the their acclaimed debut of 2003
“Leave a Whisper”. The bands third studio
album “Sound of Madness” provided the
tunes “Crow and the Butterfly”, “Devour”,
and “Second Chance”, which has been there
most successful work to date. They tore
through all of these hits while every song they
performed has been a mainstay on the radio
waves at some point. The Jacksonville boys
released a new album this year “Ameryllis”,
which debuted at #4 on the Billboard charts.
The album was released on Atlantic Records
in the US and on Roadrunner Records elsewhere.
They treated us to the new tracks of “Bully”,
“Adrenaline” and “Unity” from this brand
new release. Shinedown also headlined the
RockStar Energy Drink’s Uproar Tour in 2012
with Disturbed, Avenged Sevenfold, HellYeah,
and New Medicine... www.shinedown.com END
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TA
TAKING BACK SUNDAY
AT THE 2012 VAN’S WARPED TOUR

INTERVIEW
WITH TAUK...

D

Dot Dot Dot Magazine talks to Tauk.
(Charles “Charlie” Dolan-bassist) and
(Alric “A.C.” Carter-Keyboard/Organ)

Question: When did your group first meet
or start? Answer: Charlie - The group was
first called Tauk right around 2003. Matt, AC
and I were in 9th grade together. Although
we started playing together 2 years earlier in
middle school as 7th graders.
Q: What was your first paid gig with details?
A: Charlie - Our Drummer at the time got us
the gig. This was about 2003... It was for his
fathers law firms Christmas party. I’m pretty
sure we may have played “Rudolph the red
nosed Reindeer” and “Play that funky music
white boy”....We killed it!!! I think we made
150$ each
Q: What or who inspired the group? A:
Charlie - I don’t remember being inspired by
a band or anything like that at the time. Maybe
Hendrix or The Who.... It was just fun...There
was always a few people messing around in a
room with some drums and guitars at our
school during lunch time. We decided to put a
group together for the Talent show from that.
Of course we played Purple Haze.
Q: What are your personal thoughts about
the future of the music industry? A: Charlie Kinda like the wild wild west right now.
People are listening to more music than ever
and theres more music than ever to be heard.
Almost all of it can be heard, and sometimes
created, by the click of a button in any persons
household. The record industry is no longer
where the money is made for most groups so
the emphasis for us has to be on touring and
building a fan base that way, which is where
we are right at home.
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Q: So if your group was a painter or artist in
history, who would your group be? A: Charlie
- Salvador Dali Q: If you could hang out
with any president in history, who would it
be and why? Charlie - JFK....so I could tell
him to DUCK!!! END

U
UNITY TOUR 2012...
WRITTEN BY DANIEL NUTLEY
PHOTOGRAPHY BY AMBER NUTLEY

W

hat makes for a memorable summer?
I remember as a teenager it was
more impressive to say you were at
that summer’s headliner show an hour up the
road than if you had spent your entire summer
in Europe. This year was memorable… I
might be a bit old to be bragging to my
schoolmates on what I did last summer, but I
feel no different. I went… I saw… I enjoyed…
Unity Tour 2012. Named after 311’s independently released album, Unity (1991), the
tour has included artists such as Ziggy Marley,
Snoop Dog, The Offspring and Pepper to name
a few. For this summer’s tour, which spanned
40 amphitheaters across America, 311 teamed
up with Slightly Stoopid and featured special
guests The Aggrolites and SOJA (Soldiers of
Jah Army). Now unfortunately for me, the
venue I was covering didn’t feature SOJA
and to be honest I had never listened to them
before, so I felt obligated to look them up,
close my eyes and open my ears. This is what
I love about opening acts and still scratch my
head why people sit in the parking lot just
cause they haven’t listened to the band before…
maybe the $8 beers have something to do
with it. To this day I may have never known
the awesomeness of Rusted Root had I not
heard them as an opener for Jewel back in
the 90‘s. Yes, I know how that sounds and I’ll
be the first to admit to my questionable taste
in music. I’ll pump a Rage Against the Machine
album, follow it with George Michael and
wash it down with some Zappa. That being
said, when I found out about this year’s Unity
Tour I spent a night on YouTube and ultimately
found myself in the checkout line at the iTunes
store with some SOJA in the cart. If you had
to categorize their sound I guess you could go
with dread-head reggae, but at the same time
that’s like saying Warhol was famous for his
poetry. Reggae… I hate putting bands into
genres but that’s the common denominator
for this year’s Unity Tour. If SOJA is reggae
roaming an island on a bicycle then The
Aggrolites is reggae cruising a west coast strip
in a lowrider … and when I say lowrider I
don’t mean some thug’s pimped out purple
hydraulic hopper. I’m talking about riding a
classic that has style and soul with just the
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UNITY TOUR 2012
right amount of a modern touch. They
coined it “Dirty Reggae.” And that’s how
the show opened. A bunch of west coast
boys dressed in black, Corona beers strategically placed on the tops of amps and
stage speakers, and probably three-fourths
of the sold out ticket holders still sitting in
the parking lot… They don’t know what
they missed! I still can’t tell you why, but
after watching them, I felt I might need to
revive my bandana wearing phase. I’d be
lying if you asked me about their keyboard
player and I said I didn’t notice the wood
grain on his instrument. Then to the stage
came the Stoopid crew. Veteraned by childhood friends Miles Doughty and Kyle
McDonald you can hear the sounds of
Cali thick through every set. Over the
years, they have filled out their ranks with
the addition of conga, trumpet and sax
players. Before the show I got a little time
in back stage with drummer Ryan Moran.
“We love touring… we tour year-round
regardless if we have a new record out or
not.” Moran went on to fill me in on some
of their international stops over the past
year including Japan, Australia and Brazil.
When I asked if they had time to get into
the water while in Australia he cracked a
big grin and answered, “Oh yeah, we were
surfing like every day.” On the subject of
tour bus life I was told the Xbox helps out
with Modern Warfare and FIFA Soccer
getting the most playtime. As far as food on
the road goes luckily, these boys don’t do
McDonald’s and Hot Pockets. “It’s hard to
eat really well, fortunately for us 311 has a
really great catering company that they
bring out, so we’ve been getting three
squares a day. When the show is winding
down we fire up the grill and eat some late
night snacks.” And the food really was as
good as Moran said. After the interview
while walking through the back lot by the
tour buses, my photographer and I were
approached by a tattooed man in a black
shirt, obviously part of the crew, offering up
that night’s menu of tacos, burritos and
fajitas. Maybe he mistook me for a roadie
with my black t-shirt and the looks of a
long lost love child from a ZZ Top concert
or maybe he noticed my cute photographer.
Either way, I need to make a note to not
stop at Wendy’s on the way to the show
next time. Back on stage, Stoopid gave the
crowd a taste of the new, and at the time

unreleased, album, Top of the World, and
it was well received. I was impressed with
Doughty and McDonald. When you read
liner notes in a CD and see a band member
listed with more than one instrument, you
think, well maybe on one or two songs they
would use their secondary instrument. Not
these guys. It seemed every song they
passed the guitar and bass back and forth
as if they were playing hot potato. Speaking
of passing, the pit showed Kyle some love
with a little bit of mid-show refreshment.
With the sun going down, the California
crew wrapped up their set and within
minutes the stage seemed to double in size.
There wasn’t an empty seat in sight and
even the people with lawn passes looked to
be packed in like sardines. Though 311
has been recording since the late 1980s the
band got its real boost in 1995 when its
self-titled album went triple-platinum and
hit No. 12 on the Billboard 200. Being a
group that sells millions of albums, they
have definitely cracked the code on staying
a long-term musical success. From a crowd
stand point, 311 came in like a bolt of
lightning with thunder that boomed just
as quick. This group put out so much pure
energy that I’m convinced if scientists could
figure out how to tap into it we’d no longer
be pumping oil. More importantly I’m curious
as to what they put in SA Martinez’s burritos
that night… I’m guessing jumping beans
because he seemed to be two feet off the
ground for most of the show. It was a great
set list opening with “Jackpot” and “Sunset
In July” but when they started pulling out
tracks like “All Mixed Up” and then
wrapped the show with “Down,” the crowds
went nuts. For a band that’s over 20 years
old, from what I saw that night I feel very
confident in saying that if in 20 more years
they are still playing, people will still be lining up for tickets. So for the most part that’s
how this year’s Unity Tour turned out for
me. All I can say is if you like a band and
their sound then support them. Even though
I was provided with Slightly Stoopid’s
album for review before it was released,
that didn’t mean I wasn’t also in the store
the day it dropped to show the band my
support and buy a copy. Without artists to
make music what else would we have left to
live for? NOTE: Watch the interview with
Slightly Stoopid Drummer, Ryan at:
www.youtube.com/thefutureofart

VOLBEAT

AT THE 2012 CAROLINA REBELLION
The Danish metal rocking, punk infused rockabilly trio Volbeat took the Rebellion
Stage and provided their fans with some righteous tunes. Performing top
radio tracks “Heaven Nor Hell”, “Still Counting” and “Sad Man’s Tongue”
with earburst-ing volume and precision.Their first four releases were certified
gold in Denmark. The latest offering “Beyond Heaven/Above Hell on the
Mascot label has won American approval and radio air time with the tracks
“Fallen” and “A Warrior’s Call”. These artists are in a class all their own
and gaining fans at every venue. www.volbeat.dk
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VA
VAN’S WARPED
TOUR 2012
THROUGH THE
LENS OF...
WRITTEN BY CHELSEA RUTLEDGE
PHOTOGRAPHY BY SCOTT SMALLIN

A
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nticipation builds as a motley assortment
of fans begin lining up outside Charlotte’s
Verizon Wireless Amphitheater.
Assembled to celebrate Van’s Warped Tour’s
18th year, hundreds of young people defy the
summer heat to welcome a compilation of
the decade’s finest alternative music. As bands,
designers, security guards, and campaigners
of everything from politics to PETA, mingle
with the growing crowd, fans count down for
their turn to partake in the annual celebration
that is Van’s Warped Tour. Since its start in
1994, the traveling “punk rock summer camp”
has connected fans across the country with a
sprawling mecca of alternative subculture.
Music, fashion, and tons of free stuff, Warped
has it all, including a stellar roster to keep this
year’s cross- country adventure going steady.
The 2012 lineup boasts several seasoned tour
veterans including New Found Glory, Taking
Back Sunday, Yellow Card, The Used, and
Four Year Strong. Larger acts are supported
by up and coming musicians including North
Carolina locals, Jonas Sees In Color, as well
as other established performers; Pierce the
Veil, Every Time I Die, Memphis May Fire,
All Time Low and Mayday Parade. A stylistic
buffet, Warped Tour showcases the talent and
tenacity of approximately 50 bands per date.
Inside the gates, pop up stages, merchandise
tents, varying vendor trucks, and sweaty
rockers litter the landscape, as Scott Smallin’s
photos reveal... Scott’s interviews and photos
can easily be accessed via the 3dot website,
facebook, or by subscribing to the YouTube
channel, thefutureofart. For additional updates
on Warped artists and other music exclusives, visit
the official tour website, vanswarpedtour.com. END

VICTO
PRONG AND
TOMMY VICTOR
KINGS OF
NEW YORK
UNDERGROUND
HARDCORE...
WRITTEN BY ROB GRISSOM
PHOTOGRAPH BY SCOTT SMALLIN

A

fter being a part of several self-destructing
bands, Tommy Victor decided to get a
steady gig as the soundman at the
legendary punk mecca, CBGB’s. He met
doorman John Kirkland on the job, and he
convinced a reluctant Tommy to return to
the over-populated, cut-throat underground
New York hardcore scene and start a band.
The two young and eager musicians recruited
ex-Swans drummer Ted Parsons in 1986
and Prong was incarnated unto the New
York underground.
The trio independently released the EP
Primitive Origins with the short hardcore
punk tracks “Watching,” “Cling to Life,” and
“Dreams Like That,” all written by Victor
and Kirkland. With the enthusiasm still on
fire, they quickly released their first full-length
album, Force Fed, in 1988 and Parsons was
included in the writing process for the first

time. Showcasing the brilliant tunes “Freezer
Burn,” “Forgery,” and “Third From the Sun,”
Epic Records was swift to acquire Prong to
their label in 1989. Their inaugural major
label release in 1990, Beg to Differ, offered
the crushing tracks of “For Dear Life,”
“Steady Decline,” and the title track “Beg to
Differ.” Featuring unmistakable harmonies,
melodies, and complex timing changes the
album earned Prong much deserved MTV
airtime on the classic Headbanger’s Ball and
long awaited critical acclaim.
Even with the success, Kirkland left the band
a year later and was replaced by Troy Gregory
from Wasted Youth and Flotsam and Jetsam
fame. Prong introduced the Prove You Wrong
album with an experimental, industrial sound
in 1991 and witnessed the exit of Gregory
and the addition of Killing Joke’s bassist Paul
Raven and John Bechdel on the skins from
Murder, Inc. This line up offered the band’s
fifth major release, Cleansing, in 1994, which
is still their most successful commercial release
to date. Cleansing provided the classics
“Broken Peace” and the head banging metal
anthem “Snap Your Fingers, Snap Your
Neck,” which are still performed with fanatic
approval today. The critics finally commended
this hardcore album and granted the trio to
tour as openers for the hard-hitting metal
icons Pantera and Sepultura.

album Circle of Snakes as the guitarist
and co-writer of several of the tunes. The
dynamic duo of Victor and Raven also
joined forces with Al Jorgensen of Ministry
to write and tour in support of the 2006
release Rio Grande Blood on Jorgensen’s
13th Planet Records and received a Grammy
nomination for Best Metal Performance.
Jorgensen utilized the two in his 2007 offering,
The Last Sucker, in a limited capacity and
less critical acclaim.
Prong eventually inked a deal with Jorgensen’s
recording label and released the ageless metal
classic Power of the Damager in 2007 with the
high-octane pure metal tracks “3rd Option,”
the title track “Power of the Damager,” and
the seemingly autobiographical “The Banishment.” The band set out on a worldwide tour
with Monte Pittman back on the guitar and
Aaron Rossi on the drums. This compilation
set the tone for the return of Prong into the
forefront of the hardcore music industry.
In 2009, Tommy Victor recruited bassist
Tony Campos (Static-X) and Alexi Rodriguez
(3 Inches of Blood, Walls of Jericho, Static-X)
on the drums and the present re-incarnated
Prong was again touring, opening for Soulfly

and Fear Factory. After the completion of the
rigorous tour schedule, Prong entered the
studio and released Carved into Stone on
April 23, 2012 on the Long Branch Records/
SPV label. It has a back-to-basics classic Prong
sound with the elusive high praise from the
critics Victor rightfully deserves. The blistering
tracks “Eternal Heat,” “Keep on Living in
Pain,” and “Revenge…Best Served Cold,”
serves as a reminder of the endless talent
Victor possesses. The music industry can
never deny the importance of his influence
on the thrash metal, hardcore punk genre
and this new release proves that… without a
doubt. He personifies the term “rock star”
to the fullest extent possible, on and off the
stage and he could care less about others
opinions of his music. If he did, he would
have certainly surrendered to the evils of the
industry. Lucky for us, he kept relentlessly
producing inspiring tunes and stayed true to
himself and the hardcore scene that he had a
hand in creating… and never sold out. He has
definitely not completed his purposeful musical
journey and surely has more up his sleeve.
Watch our interview with TommyVictor back
stage at the SoapBox in Wilmington, NC:
http://www.youtube.com/thefutureofart END

In 1996, Prong released the skull-crushing
album Rude Awakening and entered the
charts at No.74 with the return of master
drummer Ted Parsons. The title track, along
with “Controller” and “Face Value” showcased
the band’s immense talent, but with not
enough sales, the cronies at Epic Records
relinquished their obligations with the band.
This incarnation of Prong was disbanded
shortly after the label left the group “high-anddry” and a new chapter in Tommy Victor’s life
was about to commence as he joined
Danzig as a touring guitarist on-and-off
for years and continues to be a member
of the band today.
Tommy Victor reformed Prong in 2000 as
a four-piece with Jake E. Lee’s bassist Brian
Perry, drummer Dan Laudo, and guitarist
Monte Pittman. After recording the live
album 100% Live, the new Prong entered the
studio and released the anger-filled Scorpio
Rising in 2002 after a six year hiatus and
Victor’s voice bounded to a new level. With
the ferocious tracks “Detached,” “Inner
Truth,” and “Letter to a Friend,” somehow,
the critics failed to see Victor’s brilliance, but
Glenn Danzig never doubted it at all. In
2004, Victor left his mark on the Danzig
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W
INTERVIEW
WITH ARTIST
IAN WARD...
Question: Exhibitions and showings?
Answer: I started out by showing at
galleries in the city of Canterbury over here
in England, and have since had the fortune
to show at Congregation Of The Forgotten
Saints, Las Angeles, Hyaena Gallery, LA,
Resistance Gallery, London, and 423 West
Gallery LA. Also, Obscuritas 2012, Wisconsin,
Damned 5, Detroit, and Black Mass-Opus
Diaboli: The Possession at Gallery Seven, LA.
Q: So tell us about your techniques and
styles? A: I think it’s pretty traditional as far
as techniques go. I’ll start by giving the
prepped canvas a couple of loose coats of
red acrylic for a base. I used to draw the
piece out on the canvas but I found it to be
too restrictive. So now, I go straight in with
the brush and just block out the piece with
light and dark shades. I’ll normally do this
with acrylic, but not always. So, once I have
the shape of the piece I’ll start in with oils.
I use Griffin Alkyd Fast Drying Oils, which
work great for me because they dry overnight.
I’ll use white spirit/turps to thin it out so it’s
great to build up layers with.
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Q: Who or what influences you and your work?
A: There are so many artists that influence
me. Starting with, Caravaggio, Rembrandt,
Titian, Rubens to name just a few of the
Old Masters. I’m a huge fan of Waterhouse,
Millais, Rosseti, Burne-Jones, and all the
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood. But, I also love
horror and dark art equally. I think Basil
Gogos is just incredible at what he does. For
our generation though I think Chet Zar is
the monster king... See the entire interview
online at: www.3dotmag.com. Click on past
issues and go to the December 2012 Edition
or visit: www.facebook/draw1970.

EN
EMMY AWARD
WINNING BRITISH
COMPOSER PAUL
ENGLISHBY...

Q

&A with British Composer
Paul Englishby

Question: When did you first know you
wanted to be a composer? Answer: I was
about 11 when I started writing music. I remember listening over and over to Beethoven’s
6th symphony and writing a very juvenile
piece that had tunes alarmingly close to
Ludwig’s. I went on to write music for the
school band and choir and friends that
played instruments.

WEAVING THE FATE

AT THE 2012 CAROLINA REBELLION
Next up at the Carolina Rebellion was Columbia, SC’s own Weaving the
Fate with their unique fusion of rock, R&B and hip hop, which proved to be
a festival favorite. Supporting their freshman release “WTF the EP” on the
Universal Republic label, these ultra talented artists took the Rebellion stage
by storm performing their solid tracks “Str8 to the Bottom” and “Rack City”.
With the recent passing of MCA (Adam Yauch) from the Beastie Boys fame,
DJ Able One and the boys brandished a tribute to their fallen hero which
won immediate support from the rambunctious crowd.
Watch the WTF interview back stage at the 2012 Carolinas Rebellion:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=061wEbQvBiA
www.weavingthefate.com
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Q: What was your first paid composer position?
A: When I was at college, I won a commission
from the BBC for their SOUND ON FILM
series, which teamed composers up with directors
to make half hour music films. Not only was
I paid an unimaginable amount for a poor
student, but I got to conduct a full orchestra
at Abbey Road Studios. Wow, this is it from
now I thought, but in reality, it was a long
time before that happened again.
Q: What or who inspired you to be a
composer? A: My parents were always
massively encouraging, taking me to piano
lessons, band practice, concerts, broadening
my musical taste, and putting up with the
noise. I had a fantastic music teacher at my
school called Tony Evans who encouraged
me in all musical endeavors. He was responsible
for me getting into jazz, composing, playing
the bass, and got me out of double maths on
some musical pretext on many occasions.
See the entire interview online at:
www.3dotmag.com. Click on past issues
and go to the November 2012 Edition.

BELL
MICHEL LUC
BELLEMARE...
WRITTEN BY ROGER SEVERN
Tate Modern Galery Art - Consultant

J

ust a Cud Chewin’ Paint-Slinger, A chip on
the shoulder, A loaded brush in the holster.
I ran into this hombre one summer night
vacationing in Ontario from my native
England, we were renting a cottage and
happened to be going downtown for a pint.
He was passing out post cards for an art show
he was having in a few days at a local artistrun-center. Like a wild west art show, he was
shooting from the lip, his art was something
new and a trip, and that we should see it, a
real art world stick’em up sort of thing. I
tried to pay no mind, but it worked. He got
me talking and I let it slip that I was affiliated
with a European Museum and his eyes lit up.
With further inquiry and banter, this dude
got my last name from my daughter and her
friend who were accompanying me downtown,
and that was it. I never saw his art show but
my daughter and her friends did a few nights
later. All the same, it wasn’t much longer
before my inbox at work started receiving the
odd periodical updates about his artwork, his
openings, his books his heritage, his inclusion
in the N.G.C. and Tate collection, etc. These
electronic updates went on for about a decade.
The man had done his homework. He had
tracked me down. And this is how I came
into contact with professional abstract artist
Michel Luc Bellemare. Notwithstanding, over
time I’ve come to think his artwork has an
original and fresh outlook on pure abstraction
painting. For example, take Michel’s painting,
titled: Hell is Pure Abstraction. According to
Michel, “although Hell has been represented
in paint in art history, the concept of Hell is in fact
incorporeal and beyond human understanding...
See the entire feature article online at:
www.3dotmag.com. Click on past issues
and go to the June 2012 Edition.

GEOFF RICKLY
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Grayslake, IL brothers Sam and Pete
Loeffler’s beautifully dark, lyrically based
alt-metal band Chevelle, with brother-inlaw Dean Bernardini on bass, took the
Carolina Rebellion Stage with a fiery set
consisting of their acclaimed hits “Letter
From a Thief ”, “I Get It”, “Vitamin R”
and “The Red”. In support of their sixth
studio offering, “Hats Off to the Bull” on
Epic Records, they blasted through “Face
to the Floor” and the title track getting the
rebels pumped for the remaining musical
acts. With an entire set of sing along tunes
and crowd favorites performed with veteran
precision. www.chevelleinc.com
Taking the Jager Stage at the 2012 Carolina Rellion Festival was New Medicine, “if you got
a problem, they’d love to help you solve ‘em”. Hailing from Minneapolis, MN, these guys
proved to be a highlight of the day with their own Beastie Boys meets The Offspring style.
Blazing through the hits “The Takeover”, “Little Sister”, “Rich Kids”, “Laid” and the
infectious hard rocking track “Race You to the Bottom” from their inaugural album “Laid”
on Photo Finish Records. These young, high-octane musicians performed a jaw-dropping
set…rivaling the veteran headliners on the stacked bill... Jake, Matt, Dan and Ryan will
be going places, so keep an eye out for them in the near future. They were on tour with
Halestorm and joined the Carnival of Madness Tour with Evanescence, Chevelle and
Halestorm the end of July 2012... www.newmedicinerock.com

PAPER TONGUES
Assuming their spot on the Carolina
Rebellion Stage, was the Charlotte, NC
band Paper Tongues. Performing their certified tunes “For the People” and “Get
Higher” from their self-titled first album on
A&M/Octone records, and treating the
fans to their newly released single “Amen”.
Blending club beats with rock’n’roll
melodies and pure funk, they continued
to stoke the flames and keep the massive
attendees burning for more. When band
leader Aswan North came off the stage
and perched on the barricade... the party
was on, either jump in or get the hell out
of the way!!! www.papertongues.com

RED

ADELITAS WAY
The beginning of the heavy-hitters at the 2012 Carolina Rebellion began on the Carolina
Stage with Adelitas Way from Las Vegas, NV serving up their radio classic hits “Invincible”
and “Last Stand” from the 2009 self-titled release. They performed their new single “Criticize”
from their sophomore offering “Home School Valedictorian” on Virgin Records. Rick DeJesus,
Keith Wallen (KWB) and the guys are still on top of their game with the high energy, alt-metal
tracks the fans have come to expect. www.adelitaswaymusic.net
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The twin brothers Anthony on guitar and
Randy Armstrong on bass, led the
Nashville, TN based alt-rock band RED
onto the Jager Stage at the 2012 Carolina
Rebellion. With the irreverent Michael
Barnes on vocals and Joe Rickard on the
drums, they seem tighter than ever. The
band performed their mainstream classic
radio tracks “Breathe Into Me”, “Lost” and
“Let Go” and “Feed the Machine” from their
third studio album release “Until We Have
Faces” on the Sony-Essential label, which
debuted at #2 on the Billboard charts.They
tour relentlessly and have logged over 2500
shows, headlining their own REDvolution
Tour in March and now embarking on a
lengthy European tour... RED shows no
signs of slowing down anytime soon.
www.redmusiconline.com

HOP

CHEVELLE

HOPSCOTCH...
WRITTEN BY MICHAEL WOOD
DAY ONE | RALEIGH, NC

I

think the hipster gods in the sky had decided
that I was not worthy of seeing North
Carolina’s biggest indie rock event of the
year, Hopscotch. Hopscotch is a three-day
event with tons of bands, and is run similar
to SXSW. The Roots, Jesus and Mary Chain,
and Built to Spill headlined this year’s event.
The first day included no headliners, but a
ton of smaller and upcoming bands. My plan
was to go to all three days, and so I hopped in
my car (Raleigh is only a 30-minute drive
from where I live) and headed that way. Ten
minutes into my drive, it started to rain. So, I
went to turn on my windshield wipers, and
nothing happened. They were broken. Well, I
was ready to eat anyway so I pulled over and
found shelter and food at Panera Bread. After
some yummy mac ‘n’ cheese and a beverage,
I was ready to continue my trip, but the
hipster gods were not. Since my windshield
wipers were broken, I had to wait out the
storm, which ended up lasting five hours. By
the time the rain slowed down I had a bad
feeling, but was determined to get there. I
headed that way, and the whole way, my car
was acting like the little engine that could,
grunting and grumbling. But, it made it. I
found a parking spot with no problem,
and was off to get my indie rock on.
My first stop of the evening was Kings, where
Llilac Shadows would be playing. When I
arrived there were not many people there,
but the place filled quickly as the band hit the
stage. I was surprised to hear that this band
was from Chapel Hill, as I’d never heard of
them. However, they had a professionalism...
See the entire feature article online at:
www.3dotmag.com. Click on past issues
and go to the November 2012 Edition.

STUDIO VII

FIVE FINGER DEATH PUNCH
AT THE 2012 CAROLINA REBELLION

TONY HAWK
They’re all over the place, zooming here, zipping there. Kids on skateboards, co-eds on skateboards,
even moms and dads are getting around town on skateboards (sure beats driving). Fact is, 50
years after the first skateboards were hobbled together out of old rollerskate parts, the sport/
lifestyle/art of skateboarding has grown to over 9 million participants, and local governments
are even recognizing the need for safe places to ride, with about 3,500 public skateparks throughout the U.S. serving thrill seekers young and old. After receiving thousands of e-mails from parents
and children across America who did not have a safe, legal place to skate, and in some cases
have been arrested for skating on public property, Tony Hawk decided to establish a foundation
whose mission would be to serve this population. He wanted to help them develop quality
places to practice the sport that gives them much needed exercise and a sense of self-esteem.
So in 2002 he established the Tony Hawk Foundation... www.tonyhawkfoundation.com

Changing the face of art, style and technology.
Originally from Yonkers, New York, Studio
VII founder Michael Marinelli headed south
with his mom when he was just a boy and
landed in Wilmington, N.C. He joined the
industry nine years ago selling body jewelry
and his desire to be the very best led him
straight into a piercing apprenticeship, and
then opened the door to his very own shop;
the only Association of Professional Piercers
member in this region. Along with the
largest selection of body jewelry in the state,
clothing and accessories, Studio VII offers
piercings and tattoos of every nature. The
cutting-edge staff is extremely knowledgeable
and they love to create. The constant change
and progression of technology is clearly
reflected in Studio VII. By offering flash
and digital artist portfolios at the touch of
a button, the old school tattoo shop is no
more. All records are maintained on a
cloud and there are no filing cabinets filled
with dead trees. At Studio VII, every day
they strive to better themselves and challenge
themselves, ultimately providing a better
service and overall experience for their
customers... www.studioseven-tattoo.com

WALTER TROUT

PHOTOSHOP WORLD
Designed to help you boost your skills, Photoshop World offered three days of training with
classes from renowned experts in the fields of Photoshop, photography and lighting and a
once- in-a-lifetime experience guaranteed to enhance your skill set and help your work soar
to new highs and lows. The classes and the expo were only a part of the experience. The
conference started early for those who wanted more and included the Photo Safari, On
Location Wedding Shoot, The Art of the Portrait and... www.photoshopworld.com

Walter Trout’s passionate new Blues for the
Modern Daze cuts right to the core of his
art and his heart. His 21st album returns the
contemporary guitar legend to his hard-core
blues roots and finds his songwriting at a
creative and personal zenith. Trout’s sixth
recording for Provogue Records is his first
pure blues album in 23 years as a bandleader,
which is astounding given his heavy resume
in the genre. Trout spent five years in John
Mayall’s Bluesbreakers and was a member
of Canned Heat, two of the style’s supremely
influential bands. He’s also supported a
slew of classic artists including John Lee
Hooker, Big Mama Thornton and Joe Tex.
Nonetheless, as a front man the six-string
virtuoso developed a conflagrant approach
to his instrument and a reputation for tornadostrength live shows that led famed BBC disc
jockey Bob Harris to call him “the world’s
greatest rock guitarist” in his influential
book The Whispering Years and won Trout
the sixth spot on BBC Radio One’s list of
the Top 20 guitarists of all time. Find
out more at: www.waltertrout.com
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